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ABSTRACT

A software module may be described precisely and completely by a set of related documents: interface
specification of the module providing a “black-box” description of its behavior, internal design of the
module containing its “clear-box” description, and the code itself. A special formalism is needed in
each of these documents. We use the Trace Assertion Method for specification of module interfaces.
This paper contains a description of the Trace Assertion Method: we present the syntax of trace speci-
fications and define their semantics using the natural language.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Formal specification techniques are increasingly being recognized as essential means for the development of reliable
software. Numerous projects have demonstrated that formal methods can be successfully applied in practice (see e.g.
[4]). However, we are still a long way from their systematic use in commercial applications. What is needed is an over-
all software methodology which would integrate methods of software engineering generally accepted by practitioners
with formal specification techniques advocated by theoreticians. What is further needed is a set of integrated tools to
support the systematic development of software from specifications to code.

The foundations for such a methodology were laid nearly 20 years ago [18]. According to criteria enunciated in
the early 1970s and now widely accepted, software should be hierarchically structured and consist of a set of informa-
tion-hiding modules [17]. A module implements objects which can be manipulated from outside the module by means
of its access-programs. The description of each module consists of three documents. Amodule interface specification
provides a “black-box” view of the module. Amodule internal design is prepared for every implementation of the
module interface specification. It presents the module’s internal data structures and the effect of its access-programs
on the state of that structure, i.e., it provides a “clear-box” description. The third document is thecode of the module.
In a multi-module project an additional document is needed, aproject guide, which gathers data concerning all mod-
ules within the project. All documents should be precise, complete, and consistent. They constitute a series of specifi-
cations starting at a general level and successively introducing more details. They should be formal enough that each
specification can be verified to ensure it meets the requirements of its predecessor. The whole documentation and spec-
ification process should be embedded within a sound and practically verified software engineering framework [8, 19].

The purpose of the project undertaken by the Université du Québec à Hull and Warsaw University was to imple-
ment an integrated set of tools supporting this methodology [6, 21]. We chose the Trace Assertion Method[1, 20] as
the formalism for specifying module interfaces. Since its very first application in the A-7E Project [3], the Trace As-
sertion Method has undergone many modifications, aiming at laying sound mathematical foundations [7, 10, 14, 15,
22], improving notation [9], and making it more practically-oriented [2, 9, 11]. However, a complete formal descrip-
tion of the Trace Assertion Method has not been presented yet.

In this paper we have attempted to describe formally the Trace Assertion Method. For that purpose we had to
clarify many issues and to introduce some new modifications to the method. To distinguish the resulted version of the
trace assertion method from its predecessors we call it TAM'97 (in short: TAM).

Preparing a formal description of a specification method is a complex, difficult, time-consuming, and error-prone
task. Though we did our best to make the description of TAM as complete, uniform, and correct, as possible, we are
sure that a careful reader might find some remaining flaws. We would be very grateful for any comments and/or cor-
rections.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Chapter 2 we explain the main concepts of TAM. Chapter 3 describes
notational conventions used in this paper and the basic notions. Chapter 4 details the expressions used in TAM, while
Chapter 5 determines the structure of a trace specification. Chapter 6 sketches properties of basic types. Their specifi-
cations are given in Appendices A, B and C. Appendix D contains a sample specification.
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Chapter 2 Foundations of TAM

2.1 Basic concepts

The Trace Assertion Method describessoftware modules as observed byexternal observers. Each such module imple-
ments a set ofhomogeneousand independent objects. From a programmer’s point of view such modules deliverab-
stract data types. Objects correspond tostate machines and they are homogeneous in that sense that their behavior is
indistinguishable for the observer of the module. We adopt basic concepts of the automata theory, such asstates,
events,andoutputs. In particular, an object is defined as an entity with the following properties:

• it has states, can be affected by events, and produces outputs,

• it is in one of its states at every instant of time; initially it is in theinitial  state,

• it may change its state only as the result of an event,

• outputs may be produced only in response to events,

• at most one event may occur at any given instant of time,

• the set of possible pairs consisting of the next state and the produced output depends exclusively on:

- the present state of this entity,

- the event affecting this entity.

In the remainder of this chapter we assume that the object under observation is settled. The only observable as-
pects of the object’s behavior are events affecting the object and the outputs produced in response to these events. A
history of the object can thus be represented by a finite sequence of event-output pairs. Such sequences are calledtrac-
es. More formally, letE denote the set of events that can affect the object andO denote the set of produced outputs.

Theset of all traces of the object is equal to (E × O)* , whereX*  denotes the set of finite sequences of elements from
X, including the empty one. Subsequent pairs are separated by the dot, “.”, i.e. a trace has the form (e1, o1).(e2, o2). ...
.(en, on), wheren is a non-negative integer and for eachi ∈{1,2,...,n}, ei ∈ E andoi ∈ O. The empty sequence is called
theempty traceand denoted by the underscore, “_”; it represents the history of the object affected by no events. The
dot is also used as an operator defined on traces. IfT1 andT2 are traces, thenT1.T2 is the trace obtained by concatena-

tion of T1 andT2. The empty trace is the neutral element of the dot operation.

Traces are intended to represent the externally visible behavior of the object. We limit our observations to se-
quences of events representing “proper” usage of the object. The fact whether an event is legal is defined by the legality
function described in Section 2.2. The subset of the set of all traces corresponding to proper usage is called the set of
proper traces. The behavior of the object is only specified for proper traces. To fully specify the observable aspects of
the object's behavior it is sufficient to define the subset of the set of proper traces which corresponds to possible his-
tories of the object — it is called the set offeasible traces. The sets of proper and feasible traces can be recursively
characterized in the following way:

• theempty trace is both proper and feasible,

• the traceT.(e,o) is proper if the traceT is feasible and the evente is legal for the object whose trace isT,

• the traceT.(e,o) is feasible if the traceT.(e,o) is proper ando ∈ O is one of the possible outputs produced by the
object, whose trace isT, when affected by the evente ∈ E.

If T andT.S are both feasible traces, thenS is called afeasible extension of T. The set of all feasible extensions
of T is called the object’sbehavior after T.

Two feasible traces areobservationally equivalent iff the object’s behaviors after these traces are the same. In
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other words, an equivalence relation (denoted by “ ”) is defined on the set of all feasible traces, such thatT1 T2 iff
T1 andT2 have the same sets of feasible extensions. This relation is called theobservational equivalence relation.

Note that if we know the relation “ ”, then the description of the object’s behavior after a feasible traceT also
specifies the object’s behavior after each trace from the equivalence class ofT. We make use of this observation in
trace specifications of modules.

2.2 A trace specification of a module

According to our basic assumption (cf. Section 2.1), all objects in a module are homogeneous and the state of each
object in a module is independent of the states of other objects in this module. We assume that in case of an event
concerning more than one object, state changes of these objects may be described independently. In this section we
focus on events affecting only one,generic, object of the module (state changes of more than one object are considered
in Section 2.4).

Since we are interested in software modules, it is reasonable to distinguish the following means of communica-
tion of the object with the outside world:

• a set of programs that can be used by objects from other modules to provide information to, and/or receive infor-
mation from the object — they are calledaccess-programs,

• a vector of external variables that affect the object’s behavior — they are calledinput variables,

• a vector of variables whose values are computed by the object and can be observed externally — they are called
output variables.

Thus, the following events can affect an object:

• access-program invocations,

• changes of values of the input variables, calledinput variable events;

and the following outputs can be produced by an object:

• values returned by access-program invocations,

• values of output variables.

If two or more events arrive at the same time, then the external environment of the module arranges them into a se-
quence and delivers to the objects of the module one by one.

In TAM we describe objects from an external observer’s point of view, specifying which traces can be observed,
i.e., which are feasible for a given set of proper traces. Usually this is not a simple task. TAM provides a technique
which is based on the observation made at the end of the previous section. It consists in specifying a state machine
which has the same set of proper and feasible traces as the described object. We proceed in the following steps:

• We choose a subset,C, of feasible traces, which we callcanonical traces. At least one element ofC must belong
to each abstraction class of the observational equivalence relation. Canonical traces are states of the specified state
machine (abstract states of the object). We describe the object’s behavior only after traces fromC.

• Since the initial state of the object is represented by the empty trace, eitherC must contain the empty trace, or we
have to specify which canonical trace is observationally equivalent to it (otherwise, we could not predict the ob-
ject’s reaction after the very first event). This canonical trace is the initial state of the specified state machine.

• We define thelegality function: its domain isC × E and its values are strings enclosed in ‘%’ characters (called
legality tokens). This function specifies which events are legal after a given canonical trace. Iflegality(c, e) = %le-
gal% then for anyo ∈ O and for any feasible traceT leading to the statec, the traceT.(e, o) is proper. Otherwise,

≡
o

≡
o

≡
o
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it is improper and the value of the legality function can bear some descriptive information why it is improper. We
will denote the set of pairs (c, e) for which legality(c, e) = %legal% byL.

• We define theoutput relation, out; it is a subset of the productL × O. This relation states which outputs can be
produced in response to events after a canonical trace — (TC, e, o) ∈ out iff the outputo can be produced in re-
sponse to the eventeafter the canonical traceTC.

• We define theextension function, ef, which maps fromout into the set of canonical traces. Ifef(TC, e, o) = SC, then
we know thatTC.(e, o) is observationally equivalent toSC and thus we may further assume that the propriety of
traces and the object’s behavior is described bySC. The extension function is the state transition function of the
specified state machine. It must be true that ifTC.(e, o) ∈ C, thenef(TC, e, o) = TC.(e, o).

The extension function and the definition of the canonical trace equivalent to the empty trace allows us to reduce
each feasible trace to an observationally equivalent canonical trace (this is discussed in the next section). Using the
legality function we can decide which extensions of a feasible trace are proper. Using the output relation we can predict
outputs produced in response to events by the object being in a state represented by a canonical trace. Therefore, the
technique described above completely specifies the externally observable behavior of the object.

A trace specification of a module (often called in short amodule) consists of a description of the generic object
from the module, and introduces:

• access-programs (cf. Section 5.3),

• input variable events (cf. Section 5.7),

• output variables (cf. Section 5.8),

• a predicate “canonical” and possible auxiliary functions (cf. Section 5.4),

• a legality function (cf. 5.6.4.1),

• an extension function (cf. Section 5.5),

• an output relation (cf. Section 5.5).

2.3 The specification equivalence

A trace specification defines explicitly the set of canonical traces, the legality function, the extension function,ef, and
the output relation,out. It also defines implicitly the propriety and feasibility of traces.

Let us introduce thereduction function, reduce, that maps the set of feasible traces onto the set of canonical trac-
es. We define it, together with the propriety (predicateproper) and feasibility (predicatefeasible) of traces, by a mutual
induction (U is the canonical trace equivalent to the empty trace, or the empty trace, if it is canonical itself):

proper(_) ∧ proper(U)

feasible(_) ∧ feasible(U)

reduce(_) = U

proper(T.(e, o)) ⇔ feasible(T) ∧ (legality(reduce(T), e) = %legal%)

feasible(T.(e, o)) ⇔ proper(T.(e, o)) ∧ (reduce(T), e, o) ∈ out

reduce(T.(e, o)) = ef(reduce(T), e, o)

The reduction function defines an equivalence relation on feasible traces, denoted by “ ”:≡
s
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T1 T2 reduce(T1) = reduce(T2)

For each pair of feasible traces,T1 andT2, it is true that

T1 T2 ⇒ T1 T2

The predicate canonical defines unique representatives of equivalence classes of “ ” (otherwise, there would ex-
ist a canonical traceU such thatreduce(U) ≠ U). We might expect that it also defines unique representatives of equiv-

alence classes of “ ”. Sometimes, however, “ ” may partition the set of feasible traces into smaller equivalence classes

than “ ” does. Thus, there may exist different canonical traces that are observationally equivalent.

Usually the above implication holds in both directions, i.e., the two relations on traces, “ ” and “ ”, are identical
(in such case they are called thetrace equivalence relation).

Let us illustrate the possible differences between the two relations using a simple example — a stack of non-neg-
ative integers with the following access-programs:

PUSH(a)  pushesa onto the top of the stack,

POP  removes the top element from the stack,

TOP  returns the value of the top element of the stack.

It seems natural to define canonical traces as finite sequences of PUSH(ai). Such sequences represent current con-
tents of the stack, which constitutes the only relevant information. It also seems natural to define PUSH to be always
legal, and to define POP and TOP to be legal for non-empty stacks. Both equivalence relations would be the same in
this case.

Let us now slightly modify our example and require that the TOP access-program returns the value taken modulo
256. The new specification may differ only in the description of the output relation where the value returned by TOP
is defined. Although the two traces PUSH(5) and PUSH(261) are canonical, they are observationally equivalent — the
only way to retrieve information from the stack is to call the program TOP which would return 5 in both cases. In other
words, if we do not change the definition of the predicatecanonical in the specification of our modified stack, then the

two equivalence relations (“ ” and “ ”) are not identical anymore.

In this particular case we could easily change the second specification by modifying the canonical traces to be
sequences of PUSH(x), where 0≤ x ≤ 255, resulting in the two equivalence relations being the same. However, such
a modification might be not so straightforward and/or reasonable in the case of more complex examples.

2.4 Events affecting more than one object in a module

In Section 2.2 we have made the assumption, that one event may alter one object only. Here we show how to deal with
events affecting more than one object.

If an event affects more than one object, the outcome of this event may depend on the states of the affected ob-
jects. Thus traces representing those states should be a part of the event description — we add the names and traces of
the affected objects to the argument lists of access-program invocations.

Since a trace can contain names and states of more than one object, it is generally no longer possible to identify
the object under observation. We need a way to distinguish it from other objects. We replace the state and the name of
the observed object in all events with the asterisk symbol “∗”. Note that for the eventei from the trace (e1, o1). ... .(en,
on), the state of the observed object is determined by the prefix (e1, o1). ... .(ei-1, oi-1). Since all objects implemented

≡
s

=
df

≡
s

≡
o

≡
s

≡
o

≡
s

≡
o

≡
s

≡
o

≡
s

≡
o
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by the module are homogeneous, the actual name of the observed object is irrelevant — we assume that it is different
from all names of objects given explicitly. We call the observed object thesubject of the trace.

All steps in the construction of the trace specification remain the same as described in Section 2.2.

2.5 Notational conventions

In the previous sections we defined traces to be finite sequences of pairs (e, o) composed of eventse and outputso. An
outputo is a vector of output values. Each of these values depends either deterministically or non-deterministically on
the preceding events and outputs. From now on we will omit deterministic values since they can be deduced from the
preceding part of the trace. Non-deterministic values fromo will be incorporated into the event descriptione.
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Chapter 3 Basic concepts

3.1 Syntax and semantics

Syntactical aspects of TAM are formally described with the help of the abstract and presentation syntax. The meaning
of each syntactical entity of the abstract syntax will be defined in the natural language.

3.1.1 Abstract syntax

Theabstract syntax of trace specifications is presented in the standard way, e.g.

non_terminal  ::= OperatorName1(arg1,1, ...,arg1,m)

| OperatorName2(arg2,1, ...,arg2,n)

| ...

where eachargi,j is a non-terminal symbol. All operator names are different. The operator is present even if there is

only one production for a non-terminal symbol. The characters “|”, “[[”, “]]*”, and “]]+” have been adopted as meta-
symbols, as follows:

x | y means x or y (used to separate subsequent productions)

[[ x ]]* means zero or more occurrences ofx (used to denote possibly empty lists ofx)

[[ x ]]+ means one or more occurrences ofx (used to denote non-empty lists ofx)

The operators “[[ ]]+” and “[[ ]] *” are formally defined as follows:

• the expression

[[ some_element ]]*

is an abbreviation of

SomeElement0() | SomeElement2(some_element, some_element_list),

• the expression

[[ some_element ]]+

is an abbreviation of

SomeElement1(some_element) | SomeElement2(some_element, some_element_list)

Example

The production

trace_expr_list ::= [[ trace_expr ]]+

is equivalent to

trace_expr_list ::= TraceExpr1(trace_expr) | TraceExpr2(trace_expr, trace_expr_list)
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3.1.2 Presentation syntax

Thepresentation syntax, being a function of the abstract one, states how terms built in accordance with the abstract
syntax are translated to the form they appear in a trace specification. However, in trace specifications we use a notation
that cannot be described by an ordinary context-free grammar (i.e. tabular notation, indentations, justification of lines,
specific type/size of fonts). For this purpose we adopted a “shaded box” convention — if a production specifies some
graphical features, its right-hand side is written on a shaded background. In a very few cases we decided to desist from
the rigorous formality to gain readability and conciseness - such situations are, however, always explained later on in
the text (cf. e.g. the presentation syntax of the access-programs table in 5.3.2 and the corresponding comments in
5.3.5).

Usually, the mapping between the abstract syntax definition of a non-terminal symbol and the corresponding pre-
sentation syntax definition is straightforward (there is the same number of productions for the non-terminal symbol in
both cases, the order of productions does not change, and the non-terminal symbols on right-hand sides of correspond-
ing productions are the same). If, however, the mapping is not one-to-one and requires an explanation, then this is done
in a separate section entitled “Comments on the presentation syntax”.

Non-terminal symbols are written inSans Serif; remaining symbols are terminal, including spaces and new-
lines. If the vertical bar, “|”, is needed as a terminal symbol, it must be surrounded by single quotes. The empty word
is denoted by “ε”.

We use the following meta-symbols in the presentation syntax:

x | y means x or y (used to separate subsequent productions)

[[ x ]]+(y) means x | x y [[ x ]]+(y) (used to denote non-empty lists ofx separated byy)

[[ x ]]*(y) means ε | [[ x ]]+(y) (used to denote possibly empty lists ofx separated byy)

Example
The following production:

parameters ::= [[type_parameter | [[var_parameter]]+(,) : type]] *(;)

defines a list (possibly empty, separated by semicolons) of two kinds of parameters: type parameters, and variable pa-
rameters, gathered on (non-empty, separated by commas) lists of variables of the same type.

3.1.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

There are many inter-dependencies among sections describing the syntax — in a particular section we may refer to a
non-terminal symbol which is defined in another section. All such non-terminals are enumerated together with the
numbers of the sections containing the definitions of these symbols.

3.2 Basic non-terminal symbols

There are some commonly used,basic non-terminal symbols, for which we give no formal syntactical productions.
Their definition is as follows:

ident is anidentifier, i.e., a sequence of letters, digits and underscore characters beginning with a letter or an un-
derscore, and having at least one letter. If it begins with one or more underscores, then the first character
different than underscore must be a letter. Upper- and lower-case letters are considered distinct characters.

index is asequence of digits. The first one must not be zero.

string is asequence of arbitrary characters different from newlines.

text is asequence of arbitrary characters. In particular, it can contain newlines.
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token is a string enclosed in characters ‘%’ and not containing this character.

3.3 Scopes of identifiers

Identifiers are used to denote entities such as: types, variables, or access-programs. One of all occurrences of a
given identifier inside a specification is distinguished and it is called theintroduction of the identifier; the other occur-
rences of the same identifier are called itsuses. The introduction of an identifier is also called theintroduction of the
entity denoted by it.

Each identifier (and the entity denoted by it) have ascope which is to be understood as the portion of the speci-
fication where this identifier (and the entity denoted by it) can be used. The scope is described for every syntactic entity
introducing an identifier. A specification can introduce the same identifier more than once provided that the scopes of
the identical identifiers are disjoint. A specification can also introduce identifiers introduced in other specifications (cf.
5.2.4).

If an identifier introduces an entityB inside the definition of an entityA and there are no other occurrences of
identifiers inA, then we may also say thatthe entity A introduces the entity B.

3.4 Trace sets and types

3.4.1 Abstract syntax

trace_set ::=

AllTraces(type) | CanTraces(type)

type ::=

Type(ident)

3.4.2 Presentation syntax

trace_set ::=

<<type>> | <type>

type ::=

ident

3.4.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

3.4.4 Semantics

A type is a basic notion defined by a trace specification of a module (in short:specified by a module). Each type is
identified by the argument of the operatorType and has two sets of traces associated with it. The first one, described
by the operatorAllTraces, is the set of all traces of the module which specifies the type being the argument of this
operator. The second one, described by the operatorCanTraces, the set ofcanonical traces, is a subset of the first set,
and is defined by the predicate “canonical” (cf. Section 5.4). Canonical traces are also calledreduced traces (cf. Sec-
tion 2.3). A trace belonging to either of the two sets associated with a typex is said to beof type x.

ident Section 3.2
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Canonical traces represent states (called also values) of a given type. Note, however, that a value of a trace ex-
pression does not have to be a canonical trace (cf. Section 4.5).

The type being specified by a given module is calleddomestic. All other types used within this module are called
foreign.

3.4.5 Predefined types

The four commonly used types: bool, char, int, and real, are known aspredefined types. Their sets of values are as
follows:

bool is a set ofboolean (logical) values,

char is a set ofcharacters,

int is a set ofinteger numbers,

real is a set ofreal numbers.

Both, the canonical traces of the predefined types, and the conventional operations, can be written in standard notation.
Details about these types are to be found in Section 6.1.
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Chapter 4 Expressions

4.1 Auxiliary notions

4.1.1 Abstract syntax

constraint ::=

ConstraintNo() | ConstraintYes(log_expr)

qualifier ::=

QualNo() | QualYes(type)

4.1.2 Presentation syntax

constraint ::=

ε | (log_expr)

qualifier ::=

ε | type::

4.1.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

4.1.4 Semantics

A constraint is always accompanied by an expression and a declaration of variables. Theconstraint is used to con-
strain the set of values that can be assigned to variables introduced by this declaration and used in the accompanying
expression. The argument of the operatorConstraintYes, log_expr, is a logical expression imposing restrictions on
the set to which this operator is applied. If no restrictions are intended, we can use operatorConstraintNo instead of
ConstraintYes(true). Note that in the expression accompanying the constraint we can use entities with limited do-
mains, e.g. auxiliary functions (cf. Section 4.3).

A qualifier is used to identify a module in which the qualified entity is defined. Qualified entities include access-
programs, input variable events, auxiliary functions, and the empty trace. If the operatorQualNo is used, then the en-
tity is defined in the module being specified. Otherwise, the entity is defined in the module identified by argumenttype
of the operatorQualYes, i.e., in the module in which the domestic type, c.f. Section 5.2, is equal to argumenttype of
the operatorQualYes.

4.2 Variable declarations

4.2.1 Abstract syntax

simple_var_intro_list ::=

[[ simple_var_intro ]]*

ident Section 3.2

log_expr Section 4.9
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simple_var_intro ::=

SimpleVarIntro(ident)

name_var_intro ::=

NameVarIntro(ident)

var_declaration_list ::=

[[ var_declaration ]]+

var_declaration ::=

VarDeclaration(var_untyped_declaration_list, trace_set)

var_untyped_declaration_list ::=

[[ var_untyped_declaration ]]+

var_untyped_declaration ::=

UntypedSimpleVarDeclaration(simple_var_intro)

| UntypedIndexedVarDeclaration(indexed_var_intro)

indexed_var_intro ::=

IndexedVarIntro(ident, trace_expr_list, trace_expr_list)

4.2.2 Presentation syntax

simple_var_intro_list ::=

[[ simple_var_intro ]]*(,)

simple_var_intro ::=

ident

name_var_intro ::=

ident

var_declaration_list ::=

[[ var_declaration ]]+(;)

var_declaration ::=

var_untyped_declaration_list : trace_set

var_untyped_declaration_list ::=

[[ var_untyped_declaration ]]+(,)

var_untyped_declaration ::=

simple_var_intro | indexed_var_intro
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indexed_var_intro ::=

ident[trace_expr_list]..ident[trace_expr_list]

4.2.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

4.2.4 Semantics

There are two kinds of variables: trace variables and name variables. The scope of variables is defined in the following
sections:

• 4.3.4 (declarations of auxiliary functions),

• 4.5.4 (declarations of input variables and of input variable events),

• 4.7.4.7 (iterations),

• 4.7.4.10 (where expressions),

• 4.9.4.5 (quantified expressions),

• 5.2.4.1 (parameters),

• 5.6.4.1 (legality functions),

• 5.6.4.2.2 and 5.6.4.2.1 (invocation sub-functions),

• 5.7.4 (input variable events),

• 5.8.4 (values of output variables).

4.2.4.1  Trace variables

Trace variables are used to represent traces. Each trace variable is of a certain type. Letx be the type with which the
second argument of theVarDeclaration operator,trace_set, is associated; trace variables introduced by the first ar-
gument of this operator,var_untyped_declaration_list, are of typex. A trace variable can be assigned either any
trace of typex (if trace_set is AllTraces(x)), or a canonical trace of typex (if trace_set is CanTraces(x)). The as-
signed trace is thevalue of this trace variable.

Trace variables are simple or indexed.

4.2.4.1.1 Simple variables

A simple variable is introduced by the argumentident of theSimpleVarIntro operator. In expressions we refer to its
value by this identifier.

4.2.4.1.2 Indexed variables

An indexed variable is introduced by the argumentident of theIndexedVarIntro operator. The other two arguments
of this operator must be lists of the same length. The type of eachtrace_expr (cf. 4.7.4.1) on these lists must be int.

An indexed_var_intro of the formIndexedVarIntro(v, p, q) is defined iff the value of eachtrace_expr on the
lists p andq is defined and canonical.

ident Section 3.2

trace_expr_list Section 4.7

trace_set Section 3.4
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In trace expressions we refer to the value of an indexed variable by its identifier and a list of indexing trace ex-
pressions (cf. 4.7.4.6).

Example
Declarationn: <int>; a[1]...a[n]: <int> introduces an integern and a sequence of integers,a, of lengthn.

4.2.4.2  Name variables

Name variables are used to represent names of objects (cf. Section 2.4). Name variables are introduced by the argu-
mentident of theNameVarIntro operator. The sole operation available on names is the equality test.

4.2.5 Comments on the presentation syntax

Both identifiersident used on the right-hand side ofindexed_var_intro are the same and they are equal to the first
argument of theIndexedVarIntro operator in the abstract syntax.

4.3 Auxiliary function definitions

4.3.1 Abstract syntax

fct_declaration ::=

FunctionDeclaration(ident, fct_sign, simple_var_intro_list, constraint, trace_expr)

fct_sign ::=

FunctionSignature(trace_set_list, trace_set)

trace_set_list ::=

[[ trace_set ]]*

4.3.2 Presentation syntax

fct_declaration ::=

fct_sign ::=

trace_set_list → trace_set

trace_set_list ::=

[[ trace_set ]]*(×)

4.3.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

ident : fct_sign

ident(simple_var_intro_list) constraint trace_expr

constraint Section 4.1

ident Section 3.2

simple_var_intro_list Section 4.2

=
df
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4.3.4 Semantics

Eachfct_declaration defines an auxiliary function. The meaning of the arguments of the operatorFunctionDeclara-
tion is as follows:

1. ident is the identifier of the auxiliary function being introduced.

• Its scope is the whole specification.

2. fct_sign is the signature of the function.

• The domain of the function is the Cartesian product of sets, possibly restricted byconstraint (cf. p.4 below). Each
of these sets istrace_set determined by the first argument of theFunctionSignature operator, i.e., by
trace_set_list.

• The range of the function is the settrace_set being the second argument of theFunctionSignature operator.

3. simple_var_intro_list is the list of formal arguments of the function.

• It must be of the same length as the first argument of theFunctionSignature operator, i.e.,trace_set_list.

• Eachident inside thesimple_var_intro_list introduces a new simple variable whose scope is the forth and fifth
argument of theFunctionDeclaration operator, i.e.,constraint andtrace_expr.

• The type of thei-th variable on thesimple_var_intro_list is the type with which thei-th trace_set in the
trace_set_list is associated.

4. constraint (cf. Section 4.1) is used to finally define the function’s domain. If theconstraint is of the formCon-
straintYes(x) then the logical expressionx must be defined for any tuple belonging to the Cartesian product de-
fined bytrace_set_list.

5. trace_expr is a trace expression defining the value of the function.

• The type of thetrace_expr must be the type of the range of the function.

• The value of the function is obtained by evaluation of this expression after replacing in it all formal arguments (list-
ed insimple_var_intro_list) by the actual ones. Details are presented in 4.7.4.9. If the logical expression defined
by constraint evaluates to true, then the value of thetrace_expr must be defined and belong to the range of this
function.

4.3.5 Comments on the presentation syntax

Both identifiersident used on the right-hand side offct_declaration are the same and they are equal to the first argu-
ment of theFunctionDeclaration operator in the abstract syntax.

4.3.6 Built-in auxiliary functions

The following functions are built-in in every specification:

feasible takes one argument which must be a trace. The value offeasible is of type bool, and is equal to true iff the
value of the argument is a feasible trace (cf. Section 2.1). Otherwise the value offeasible is false.

count takes two arguments. The first one must be a trace, while the second must be an identifier of an access-pro-
gram, or of an input variable event, from the same module as the trace. The value ofcount is of type int. If
the second argument denotes an access-program then the value ofcount is equal to the number of invocations
of this access-program in the trace. If the second argument denotes an input variable event then the value of
count is equal to the number of input variable events identified by this input variable event in the trace.

trace_expr Section 4.7

trace_set Section 3.4
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length takes one argument which must be a trace. The value of length is of type int and is equal to the total number
of invocations and input variable events in the trace.

reduce takes one argument which must be a feasible trace. The value ofreduce is the reduced trace, i.e., the canonical
trace which is specification equivalent (cf. Section 2.3) to the argument.

Note that the value an application offeasible or reduce depends on the definitions of the extension function and
the output relation for the events appearing in the argument of this application.

4.3.7 Specific auxiliary functions

Note that the predicate “canonical” can be treated as an auxiliary function (cf. 5.4.4).

4.4 Access-program declarations

4.4.1 Abstract syntax

program_declaration_list ::=

[[ program_declaration ]]+

program_declaration ::=

ProgramDeclaration(ident, arg_description_list, result_type)

arg_description_list ::=

[[ arg_description ]]*

arg_description ::=

ArgDescription(type, arg_mode)

arg_mode ::=

V() | O() | R() | VO() | VR()

result_type ::=

ResultNo() | ResultYes(type) | ResultYesR(type)

4.4.2 Presentation syntax

program_declaration_list ::=

program_declaration ::=

arg_description_list ::=

program_declaration
program_declaration

program_declaration_list

ident arg_description_list result_type

ε arg_description arg_description_list
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arg_description ::=

type : arg_mode

arg_mode ::=

V | O | R | VO | VR

result_type ::=

ε | type | type : R

4.4.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

4.4.4 Semantics

Eachprogram_declaration defines an access-program. The meaning of the arguments of the operatorProgram-
Declaration is as follows:

1. ident is the identifier of the access-program being introduced.

• Its scope is the whole specification.

2. arg_description_list is the description of the arguments of this program.

• The type and input/output mode of each argument are described byArgDescription(type, arg_mode).

• The input/output mode,arg_mode, is characterized by one of the five operators.

(a) V — a value must be provided in the invocation of this access-program. The argument labeled byV is called
an input argument. The outcome of this invocation (returned values and state changes) may depend on the
value of this argument.

(b) O — a name of an object must be provided in the invocation of this access-program. The argument labeled
byO is called a deterministic output argument. The invocation may assign a new value to the object identified
by this argument. The new value is obtained deterministically. The previous value of the object identified by
this argument cannot be used. The outcome of this invocation may depend on the actual name used.

(c) R — a name of an object must be provided in the invocation of this access-program. The argument labeled
by R is calleda non-deterministic output argument. The semantics of theR operator is like the one ofO with
one difference: the new value of the object being identified is obtained non-deterministically. The type of
such an argument cannot be domestic.

(d) VO — a value and a name of an object must be provided in the invocation of this access-program. The argu-
ment labeled byVO is called a deterministic input-output argument. The semantics of theVO operator is the
combination of the semantics ofV andO (and hence the previous value of the object can be used to obtain
its new value).

(e) VR — a value and a name of an object must be provided in the invocation of this access-program. The argu-
ment labeled byVR is called anon-deterministic input-output argument. The semantics of theVR operator
is the combination of the semantics ofV andR.

3. result_type is the description of the way this program will be used.

• If the operatorResultNo is used, then the access-program isprocedure-like.

• If either the operatorResultYes or the operatorResultYesR is used, then the access-program isfunction-like and

ident Section 3.2

type Section 3.4
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their argument,type, describes the type of values returned by invocations of this program. The returned value is
obtained either deterministically (ResultYes) or non-deterministically (ResultYesR). In the latter case, the type
of values returned cannot be domestic.

4.4.5 Comments on the presentation syntax

In the productionsprogram_declaration andarg_description_list the tabular notation is used. These productions
are used byprogram_declaration_list to describe rows in the access-programs table and related notational conven-
tions are explained in Section 5.3. Below we give only some of them:

• program_declaration_list is a sequence of rows in the access-programs table;

• program_declaration consists of two cells (ident, result_type) and a sequence of cells between them, each being
arg_description;

Example
Basic operations on stacks of integers can be declared in the following way:

4.5 Input and output variable declarations

4.5.1 Abstract syntax

input_var_declaration_list ::=

[[ input_var_declaration ]]+

input_var_declaration ::=

InputVarDeclaration(simple_var_intro, type, input_var_condition_list)

input_var_condition_list ::=

[[ input_var_condition ]]+

input_var_condition ::=

InputVarCondition(condition, ident)

condition::=

AnyChange()

| BecomesTrue(log_expr)

| BecomesFalse(log_expr)

output_var_declaration_list ::=

[[ output_var_declaration ]]+

output_var_declaration ::=

OutputVarDeclaration(ident, type)

PUSH stack:VO int:V

POP stack:VO int:V

TOP stack:V int
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4.5.2 Presentation syntax

input_var_declaration_list ::=

input_var_declaration ::=

input_var_condition_list ::=

input_var_condition ::=

condition ::=

AnyChange

| @T(log_expr)

| @F(log_expr)

output_var_declaration_list ::=

output_var_declaration ::=

4.5.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

4.5.4 Semantics

Eachinput_var_declaration, InputVarDeclaration(simple_var_intro, type, input_var_condition_list), introduc-
esinput variable events related to an external object observed by the module. Introduced events correspond to different

input_var_declaration
input_var_declaration

input_var_declaration_list

simple_var_intro type input_var_condition_list

input_var_condition
input_var_condition

input_var_condition_list

condition ident

output_var_declaration
output_var_declaration

output_var_declaration_list

ident type

ident Section 3.2

log_expr Section 4.9

simple_var_intro Section 4.2

type Section 3.4
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elements of theinput_var_condition_list, one event for everyinput_var_condition. The meaning of the arguments
of the operatorInputVarDeclaration is as follows:

1. simple_var_intro introduces a simple variable which denotes an external object, and is called aninput variable.
The scope of this variable is the third argument of the operatorInputVarDeclaration, input_var_condition_list.

2. type is the type of this input variable. This type cannot be domestic.

3. input_var_condition_list introduces all input variable events concerning this input variable. Each
input_var_condition defines a condition of interest for this variable and the identifier of the input variable event.
The scope of each identifier is the whole specification. Theinput_var_condition is interpreted as follows:

• If it is of the formAnyChange(), then the input variable is called anunconditional input variable, and the corre-
sponding input variable event informs the module about any change of value of this input variable.

• If it is of the formBecomesTrue(e), then the input variable is called aconditional input variable, and the corre-
sponding input variable event informs the module about a change of value of this input variable such that for the
new value the expressione becomes true.

• If it is of the formBecomesFalse(e), then the input variable is called aconditional input variable, and the corre-
sponding input variable event informs the module about a change of value of this input variable such that for the
new value the expressione becomes false.

If the input_var_condition is of the formAnyChange(), then it has to be the only one concerning the given
input variable. If there is noinput_var_condition of the formAnyChange(), then let for eachi=1..n (n is the length
of the input_var_condition_list) pi = ei if the i-th input_var_condition is equal toBecomesTrue(ei), andpi = ¬ei

if it is equal toBecomesFalse(ei). All the conditionspi have to be mutually exclusive. This restriction guarantees that
there is no pair of events concerning the same input variable that can occur at the same time.

Eachoutput_var_declaration introduces anoutput variable. Theident is its name, thetype is its type, and its
scope is empty, i.e., it cannot be used inside the same specification.

There is one copy of each input and output variable for each object of the module. The initial values of input
variables are determined by the external environment of the module and are not defined in the specification.

Example
An output variable representing measured temperature can be declared in the following way:

The table below introduces two input variable events: FREEZING and WARM, which take place (respectively)

when the input variable,temperature, falls below 0.0 or raises above 20.0.

4.6 The set of traces

In this section we define the semantic domain of traces.The set of traces of typex, denoted by <<x>>, depends on the
declarations of access-programs and input variable events in the specification of typex and is a subset of the language
generated by the following abstract grammar.

trace ::=

[[ event_description ]]*

temperature real

temperature real
@T(temperature<0.0) FREEZING

@T(temperature>20.0) WARM
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event_description ::=

InputVarEvent(ident, trace) | ProgramEvent(ident, arg_list) | ProgramEventR(ident, arg_list, trace)

arg_list ::=

[[ arg ]]*

arg ::=

ArgAst()

| ArgV(trace)

| ArgN(index)

| ArgNV(index, trace)

| ArgNR(index, trace)

| ArgNVR(index, trace, trace)

A trace of typex is a sequence of event descriptions. Each of them (depending on its form) must satisfy the fol-
lowing conditions:

InputVarEvent(e, t)

• e must be the name of an input variable event declared in the specification of typex;

• t must be a trace of the type of the input variable to which evente corresponds;

ProgramEvent(p, (aj)j=1,2,...,n) or ProgramEventR(p, (aj)j=1,2,...,n, r)

• p must be the name of an access-program declared in the specification of typex;

• if the operator isProgramEvent, then programp must be either procedure-like or function-like with the returned
value obtained deterministically;

• if the operator isProgramEventR, then programp must be function-like with the returned value obtained non-
deterministically andr must be a trace of the type of the value returned byp.

• n must be equal to the number of arguments of access-programp;

• for eachj =1,2,...,n argumentaj must be of the following form depending on the mode and the type (whether it is

x or not) of thej-th argument of access-programp:

Mode Typex Type different fromx

V() ArgV(vj) ArgV(vj)

O() ArgAst()
or

ArgN(i j)
ArgN(i j)

R() impossible ArgNR(i j, oj)

VO() ArgAst()
or

ArgNV(i j, vj)
ArgNV(i j, vj)

VR() impossible ArgNVR(i j, vj, oj)
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• for eachj=1,2,...,n

- if vj exists, then it must be a trace of the type ofj-th argument of programp.

- if oj exists, then it must be a trace of the type ofj-th argument of programp.

• either at least oneaj must beActAst(), orp is function-like and returns values of typex (this way the subject of the
trace is indicated).

• if for certaink, l equalityik = i l holds, then

- types ofk-th andl-th argument must be the same, and

- if bothvk andvl exist, then equalityvk = vl must hold, and

- if bothok andol exist, then equalityok = ol must hold

(if the same object is passed by different arguments, it must be of the same type and its input and output values
passed by these arguments must be consistent).

4.6.1 Referenced non-terminal symbols

4.7 Trace expressions

4.7.1 Abstract syntax

trace_expr ::=

TraceEmpty(qualifier)

| TraceConcatenation(trace_expr, trace_expr)

| TraceInvocation(invocation)

| TraceVarEvent(event_constructor)

| TraceVar(var_name)

| TraceIteration(trace_expr, simple_var_intro, trace_expr, trace_expr)

| TraceBracketing(trace_expr)

| TraceApplication(qualifier, ident, trace_expr_list)

| TraceWhere(trace_expr, var_declaration_list, constraint, log_expr)

| TraceTable(trace_entry_list)

| TraceLogExpr(log_expr)

trace_entry_list ::=

[[ trace_entry ]]+

trace_entry ::=

TraceEntry(log_expr, trace_expr)

var_name ::=

ident Section 3.2

index Section 3.2
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VarName(ident) | VarNameIndexed(ident, trace_expr_list)

trace_expr_list ::=

[[ trace_expr ]]+

event_constructor ::=

Event(qualifier, ident, trace_expr)
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4.7.2 Presentation syntax

trace_expr ::=

qualifier _

| trace_expr . trace_expr

| invocation

| event_constructor

| var_name

| [trace_expr]

| (trace_expr)

| qualifier ident(trace_expr_list)

| trace_expr wherevar_declaration_list constraint [ log_expr ]

| log_expr

trace_entry_list ::=

trace_entry ::=

var_name ::=

ident | ident[trace_expr_list]

trace_expr_list ::=

[[ trace_expr ]]+(,)

event_constructor ::=

qualifier ident(*, trace_expr)

Condition Value

trace_entry_list

trace_entry
trace_entry

trace_entry_list

log_expr trace_expr

trace_expr

ident trace_expr=
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4.7.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

4.7.4 Semantics

4.7.4.1  Type and value of trace expressions

A trace expression is one of the following expressions (cf. the right-hand sides of the production oftrace_expr): the
empty trace, a concatenation, an invocation, an input variable event constructor, a variable, an iteration, a bracketing,
an auxiliary function application, a “where” expression, a trace table or a logical expression.

Each trace expression is of a certain type. This type is also called thetype of the trace expression. For a given
assignment of variables each trace expression is eitherdefined or undefined. A defined trace expression can be evalu-
ated to a trace of the same type as this expression (cf. Section 4.6); we also say that this trace is the value of the trace
expression. Note that this value does not have to be a canonical trace. An undefined trace expression has no value.

4.7.4.2  Empty trace

An expression described byTraceEmpty(qualifier) allows constructing empty traces. It is always defined and evalu-
ates to the empty trace (i.e. the empty sequence ofevent_description) of the type identified by thequalifier (cf. Sec-
tion 4.1).

4.7.4.3  Concatenation

An expression described byTraceConcatenation(trace_expr, trace_expr), called aconcatenation, allows compos-
ing longer traces from shorter ones. Both arguments must be of the same type.

The type of the expression is the type of the arguments. The expression is defined iff both arguments are defined.
Let T1 be the value of the first argument ofTraceConcatenation andT2 be the value of the second one. The expres-
sion evaluates to a sequence ofevent_description being the concatenation ofT1 andT2.

4.7.4.4  Invocation

An expression described byTraceInvocation(invocation), called aninvocation, allows either:

• constructing one-element traces, consisting of single invocations of access-programs with possible returned values,
or

• application of the output relation or the extension function.

All details about invocations are presented in Section 4.8.

constraint Section 4.1

ident Section 3.2

invocation Section 4.8

log_expr Section 4.9

qualifier Section 4.1

simple_var_intro Section 4.2

var_declaration_list Section 4.2
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4.7.4.5  Input variable event constructor

An expression described byTraceVarEvent(event_constructor) allows constructing one-element traces consisting
of input variable events.

Input variable event constructor has a formEvent(qualifier, ident, trace_expr). The first two arguments iden-
tify an input variable event. It has to be defined byInputVarCondition(condition, ident) introduced as one of ele-
ments of input_var_condition_list being the third argument ofInputVarDeclaration(simple_var_intro, type,
input_var_condition_list) in a module identified byqualifier, c.f. Section 4.5. The third argument,trace_expr, cor-
responds to the value of the input variable related to this event and itroduced bysimple_var_intro. This trace_expr
must be of the same type as the variable.

The type of an input variable event constructor is the type specified by the module where this event is declared.

The input event constructor is defined if thetrace_expr is defined and the operator of the correspondingcondi-
tion is:

• AnyChange, or

• BecomesTrue and the value of thetrace_expr substituted into thelog_expr argument of the operator makes this
expression true, or

• BecomesFalse and the value of thetrace_expr substituted into thelog_expr argument of the operator makes
this expression false.

The value of the input variable event constructor is a single-element trace consisting ofInputVarEvent(ident,
trace) whereident is the same as the second argument ofEvent andtrace is the value of thetrace_expr.

4.7.4.6  Variable

An expression described byTraceVar(var_name), called avariable, allows a usage of previously declared variables
(cf. Section 4.2) in trace expressions. It is discussed in two steps, depending on the right-hand side of the production
describing the argumentvar_name.

1. var_name is VarName(ident).

The argumentident must be the identifier of a simple variable (cf. Section 4.2) introduced bySimpleVarIntro(ident).
The expression described by the operatorVarName is always defined, its type is the same as the type of this variable,
and evaluates to the value of the variable.

2. var_name is VarNameIndexed(ident, trace_expr_list).

The argumentident must be the identifier of an indexed variable (cf. Section 4.2) introduced byindexed_var_intro,
i.e.,IndexedVarIntro(ident, trace_expr_list, trace_expr_list). The expressions in the list argument ofVarNameIn-
dexed must be of type int and the list argument must be of the same length as the lists in the declaration of the variable.

• The indexed variable described byVarNameIndexed is defined iff

- theindexed_var_intro is defined,

- each trace expression in thetrace_expr_list of theVarNameIndexed operator is defined, and

- if the trace expressions in the declaration of the variable evaluate to integersp1, p2, ...,pn (the first list) and to
integersq1, q2, ...,qn (the second one), and the trace expressions in the list argument ofVarNameIndexed eval-
uate to integersk1, k2, ...,kn, then the logical expressionpi ≤ ki ≤ qi holds for eachi=1,2,...,n.

• The expression described byVarNameIndexed is of the same type as the type of this variable, and evaluates to
the value to whichv[k1, k2, ...,kn] refers, wherev is the identifier of this variable.
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4.7.4.7  Iteration

An expression described byTraceIteration(trace_expr, simple_var_intro, trace_expr, trace_expr), called anit-
eration, allows to write a concatenation of a number of trace expressions in a concise way. The last two arguments
must be of type int. The argumentsimple_var_intro introduces a variable whose scope is the first argument, and
whose type is int. The type of an iteration is the same as the type of the first argument.

• Let TraceIteration(trace_expr, simple_var_intro, trace_expr, trace_expr) be denoted byTraceIteration(e, id,
p, q), wheree is the firsttrace_expr, id is theident introduced insimple_var_intro, andp andq are integers to
which the last two expressionstrace_expr evaluate.

• The iteration is defined iff:

- the last two arguments of the operatorTraceIteration are defined, their values are canonical, and

- for any valuer such thatp≤ r ≤ q the value of the expressione[id ← r] is defined, wheree[id ← r] is the expression
e in which all occurrences of trace expressions of the formTraceVar(VarName(id)) are simultaneously replaced
with r.

• The value of the iteration is as follows:

- If p > q holds, then the value of the iteration is equal to the empty trace.

- If p ≤ q holds, then the value of the iteration is equal to the concatenation of the values of the following two ex-
pressions:

e[id ← p], andTraceIteration(e, id, p+1, q)

Example
The expression [PUSH(*,i)] ] denotes PUSH(*, 1).PUSH(*, 2).PUSH(*, 3).

4.7.4.8  Bracketing

An expression described byTraceBracketing(trace_expr), called abracketing, allows a usage of parentheses within
trace expressions as it is known in standard mathematics. Its type is the type of its argument. It is defined iff its argu-
ment is defined. Its value is the value of the argument.

4.7.4.9  Application

An expression described by TraceApplication(qualifier, ident, trace_expr_list), called anapplication, allows a us-
age of auxiliary functions (cf. Section 4.3) within trace expressions. The argumentident must be the identifier of an
auxiliary function declared byFunctionDeclaration(ident, fct_sign, simple_var_intro_list, constraint,
trace_expr) (cf. 4.3.1) in the module identified byqualifier. Thetrace_expr_list must be of the same length as the
list of formal arguments,simple_var_intro_list, and the type of each trace expression must be the same as the type of
the corresponding formal argument.

The type of the application is the type of the range of the auxiliary function.

Let f be the identifier of the auxiliary function under consideration,id1, id2,..., idn be the identifiers introduced in
the third argument ofFunctionDeclaration operator, simple_var_intro_list, ande be the last argument of the same
operator. Lete1, e2,...,en denote trace expressions forming thetrace_expr_list of theTraceApplication operator, and
ti be the value ofei (if defined) fori=1,2,...,n. The application is defined iff fori=1,2,...,n eachei is defined, and the
tuple (t1, t2,..., tn) is a member of the domain off. The value of the application is the value of the expressione[id1 ←
t1, id2 ← t2, ..., idn ← tn]. The tracest1, t2,..., tn are calledactual arguments of the application.

4.7.4.10 “where” expression

An expression described byTraceWhere(trace_expr, var_declaration_list, constraint, log_expr), called awhere

3

i 1=
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expression, allows formulating specific conditions within trace expressions, constraining values of selected variables.

Let a where expression be denoted bywhere(t, d, c, l), where t stands fortrace_expr, d stands for
var_declaration_list, c is the argument of the operatorConstraintYes, if constraint has this form, or true ifcon-
straint is ConstraintNo(), andl stands forlog_expr.

Let us assume the listd in a where expression,where(t, d, c, l), contains only the declaration of a single variable.

• The scope of the variable introduced ind is t, c, andl.

• The type of the where expression is the type oft.

• The value of the where expression is defined iff:

- the value of eachtrace_expr in d is defined,

- for each assignment to the variable ind, the value ofc is defined,

- for all the assignments that makec hold, the value ofl is defined,

- among all the assignments to the variable ind, there is exactly one such thatl is true, and

- for this assignment the value oft is defined.

• The value of the where expression is the value oft when the variable declared byd is assigned a value such thatc
andl are true.

If list d contains the declaration of more than one variable, this expression is an abbreviation of the expressionTrace-
Where(new_t, new_d, ConstraintNo(), UniquelyExists(d, c, And(l, EqualTraces(t, new_t)))) wherenew_d is a
var_declaration_list containing only the declaration of a new simple variable,v, being of the same type ast, andnew_t
is atrace_expr built of this variable. In terms of the presentation syntax, this means that the expression “t whered (
c ) [ l ]” is an abbreviation of “v wherev: <<type_of_t>> [∃! d ( c ) [ l ∧ v = t ] ]”.

Example
The expression “B whereB, E: <stack> [T = B.E ∧ length(E) = 4]” denotes the value of the stack obtained fromT

by removing the top 4 elements (cf. Appendix D).

4.7.4.11 Trace table

An expression described byTraceTable(trace_entry_list), called atrace table, allows a usage of a tabular notation
within trace expressions. Each element oftrace_entry_list, described byTraceEntry(log_expr, trace_expr), repre-
sents a row in a two-column table.

Let the elements oftrace_entry_list be denoted (l i, ei) for i=1,2,...,n. Types of alle1,e2,...,en must be the same.

• The type of the trace table is the same as the type of expressionsei.

• A trace table is defined iff:

- l1, l2,..., ln are defined, and

- there is exactly onei such that 1≤ i ≤ n, l i is true, and

- for this value ofi, the expressionei is defined.

• The trace table evaluates to the value of expressionei, wherel i is the unique logical expression which holds.

If the log_expr of a trace_entry starts with the quantifier∃!, the scope of variables bound by this quantifier is
extended bytrace_expr of this trace_entry. During the evaluation, each variable is assigned the unique value that
makes bothlog_exprs of thelog_expr of thetrace_entry hold.
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4.7.4.12 Logical expression as a trace expression

An expression described byTraceLogExpr(log_expr), called atrace-logical expression,allows an interpretation of
logical expressions as traces. Logical expressions as such are discussed in Section 4.9. The expressionTraceLogEx-
pr(log_expr) is defined iff its argument is defined. The type of the expression is bool (cf. 3.4.5 and Section 6.1), and
the value is a trace representing the logical value “true” or “false”, depending on the value of the argumentlog_expr
(cf. Section 4.9).

4.8 Invocation constructors and arrow expressions

4.8.1 Abstract syntax

invocation ::=

Invocation(qualifier, ident, act_arg_list)

| InvocationR(qualifier, ident, act_arg_list, trace_expr)

| InvocationArr(qualifier, ident, act_arg_list)

act_arg_list ::=

[[ act_arg ]]*

act_arg ::=

ActAst()

| ActV(trace_expr)

| ActN(index)

| ActNV(index, trace_expr)

| ActNArr(index)

| ActNR(index, trace_expr)

| ActNVArr(index, trace_expr)

| ActNVR(index, trace_expr, trace_expr)

4.8.2 Presentation syntax

invocation ::=

qualifier ident(act_arg_list)

| qualifier ident(act_arg_list)➘ trace_expr

| qualifier ident(act_arg_list)➘

act_arg_list ::=

[[ act_arg ]]*(,)

act_arg ::=

*

| trace_expr

| * index

| (* index, trace_expr)
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| * index ➘

| * index ➘ trace_expr

| (* index, trace_expr) ➘

| (* index, trace_expr) ➘ trace_expr

4.8.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

4.8.4 Semantics

An invocation has a form of either an invocation constructor or an arrow expression. We can distinguish them
in the following way:

• if the invocation operator isInvocationArr, or one of the argument operators isActNArr or ActNVArr then the
invocation is an arrow expression,

• otherwise, it is an invocation constructor.

Both forms differ in their evaluation (cf. 4.8.4.3 and 4.8.4.4). The two forms, however, share a number of common
features discussed below.

The first two arguments of each of the operatorsInvocation, InvocationR, or InvocationArr, i.e.,qualifier and
ident, identify an access-program. The third one is a list of actual arguments of the invocation of this access-program,
act_arg_list. This list must be of the same length asarg_description_list of the access-program (cf. Section 4.4).

An invocation, besides its input values and names of objects, describes also its non-deterministic output values
(the last argument of operatorsActNR, ActNVR, andInvocationR).

If an actual argument containstrace_expr, then this expression must be of the same type as the corresponding
argument of the program.

4.8.4.1  Actual argument form

Depending on its input/output mode,arg_mode (cf. Section 4.4), each actual argument inact_arg_list must be
of the following form:

ident Section 3.2

index Section 3.2

qualifier Section 4.1

trace_expr Section 4.7

arg_mode act_arg interpretation

V() ActV(trace_expr) value “before”

O()

ActAst() name of the subject of the trace

ActN(index) name of an object not being the subject

ActNArr(index) name of an object not being the subject (cf. 4.8.4.4)
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4.8.4.2  Wild-card symbols

Wild-card symbols are mostly used to simplify the syntax of trace expressions and to express the fact that the values
associated with different objects can be equal.

An index is used to denote a name of an object in situations when the actual name is not important. The behavior
of an object after an invocation should not depend on the names of objects passed as arguments. Otherwise, objects in
a module may not be homogeneous (cf. Chapter 2). However, the behavior of an object can depend on the equalities
of object names, i.e., on the fact that the same object is passed in more than one argument. For this reason, the actual
names used need not occur in the trace. We replace them with indices in places where such names would occur (the
argument modeO(), orR()). If the indicesi andj are used to name objects of different types, theni andj must be dif-
ferent. An index must not be used to denote the name of the subject of the trace.

In the case of the subject, a different wild-card symbol is used. The expressionActAst() denotes either the name
or the name and value, of this object. This applies to the argument modeO() or, respectively,VO(). Note that in the
latter case, the value represents the trace consisting of all preceding invocations. Note also that no wild-card symbol
may be used in the case of actual argument with the modesV(), R() or VR().

4.8.4.3  Invocation constructors

An invocation constructor is the most straightforward way of constructing one-element traces and has the following
form:

Invocation(qualifier, ident, act_arg_list)

or

InvocationR(qualifier, ident, act_arg_list, trace_expr)

The latter must be used, if the program is function-like and returns a value non-deterministically. In this case the last
argument,trace_expr, stands for this value.

Either at least one actual argument is of the formActAst(), or the program is function-like and returns values of
the type specified by the module introducing the program (this corresponds to the subject of the trace). If an argument
is of the formActAst(), then the type of this argument is of the type specified by the module introducing the program.

• The type of an invocation constructor is the type specified by the module where the access-program is declared.

• The invocation constructor is defined iff:

- all trace expressions,trace_expr, in act_arg_list are defined,

R() ActNR(index, trace_expr) name and value “after” of an object not being the
subject

VO()

ActAst() name and value “before”(determined by the con-
text) of the subject

ActNV(index, trace_expr) name and value“before” of an object not being the
subject

ActNVArr(index, trace_expr) name and value“before” of an object not being the
subject (cf. 4.8.4.4)

VR() ActNVR(index, trace_expr, trace_expr) name, value “before” and value “after” of an object
not being the subject

arg_mode act_arg interpretation
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- the last argument of theInvocationR operator is defined,

- if the same object is passed by different arguments, they are of the same type, and their input and output values
are respectively equal.

• The value of the invocation is a trace consisting of a singleevent_description obtained from this invocation in
the following way:

- if the invocation constructor isInvocation(qualifier, ident, act_arg_list), then theevent_description is Pro-
gramEvent(ident, arg_list),

- if the invocation constructor isInvocationR(qualifier, ident, act_arg_list, trace_expr), then the
event_description is ProgramEventR(ident, arg_list, trace), wheretrace is the value of thetrace_expr,

- all arguments on thearg_list are obtained from theact_arg_list by evaluation of each trace_expr, and the fol-
lowing replacement of operators:

Example
The following invocation constructor JOIN(*, (*1,U)) denotes the invocation of access-program JOIN on two

different objects, first of them being the subject.

4.8.4.4  Arrow expressions

Arrow expressions are used in situations where we are interested in the output value of a deterministic argument, or in
the value returned by a function-like access-program, i.e., the extension function or the output relation has to be ap-
plied. The operatorsActNArr andActNVArr are used to denote the argument of concern, and the operatorInvocation-
Arr is used to denote the value returned by a function-like access-program. In both situations there is no subject, and
hence none of the argument operators can beActAst.

If the invocation operator isInvocationArr, the program identified byqualifier andident must be function-like
and no argument operator can beActNArr or ActNVArr. If a different operator is used then there must be exactly one
argument with the operatorActNArr or ActNVArr (if the operator is different fromInvocationArr and there is no
act_arg with operatorActNArr andActNVArr, then thisinvocation is an invocation constructor) and if the operator
is InvocationR, then the program must be function-like and return values non-deterministically.

The value of the arrow expression is defined iff:

- eachtrace_expr inside theinvocation is defined and evaluates to a canonical trace,

- all non-deterministic output values are possible with respect to the output relation (cf. Section 5.6),

- if the same object is passed by different arguments, they are of the same type, and their input and output values
are respectively equal,

- the value of the legality function (cf. 5.6.4.1) for theinvocation where eachtrace_expr is replaced with its value,

operator ofact_arg operator ofarg

ActAst ArgAst

ActV ArgV

ActN ArgN

ActNV ArgNV

ActNR ArgNR

ActNVR ArgNVR
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is equal to token “%legal%”.

Depending on the operator used the type and the value of an arrow expression is as follows:

• InvocationArr

- the type of this arrow expression is equal to the type of values returned by this access-program,

- the value is equal to the value returned by a call of the access-program as described in Section 5.6.

• InvocationR or Invocation

- the type of this arrow expression is equal to the type of the argument with the operatorActNArr or ActNVArr,

- the value of this expression is equal to the value returned via this argument by a call of the access-program as
described in Section 5.6.

Example
The arrow expression int::MULT(x, y)➘ denotes the result value of an invocation of function-like access-pro-

gram MULT, multiplying two integers:x andy.

4.9 Logical expressions

4.9.1 Abstract syntax

log_expr ::=

False()

| True()

| LogEquivalent(log_expr, log_expr)

| Implies(log_expr, log_expr)

| And(log_expr, log_expr)

| Or(log_expr, log_expr)

| Not(log_expr)

| EqualTraces(trace_expr, trace_expr)

| NotEqualTraces(trace_expr, trace_expr)

| EqualNames(name_var, name_var)

| NotEqualNames(name_var, name_var)

| EquivalentTraces(trace_expr, trace_expr)

| ForAll(var_declaration_list, constraint, log_expr)

| Exists(var_declaration_list, constraint, log_expr)

| UniquelyExists(var_declaration_list, constraint, log_expr)

| LogTraceExpr(trace_expr)

| LogBracketing(log_expr)

name_var ::=

NameVar(ident)
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4.9.2 Presentation syntax

log_expr ::=

false

| true

| log_expr ⇔ log_expr

| log_expr ⇒ log_expr

| log_expr ∧ log_expr

| log_expr ∨ log_expr

| ¬ log_expr

| trace_expr = trace_expr

| trace_expr ≠ trace_expr

| name_var = name_var

| name_var ≠ name_var

| trace_expr ≡ trace_expr

| ∀ var_declaration_list constraint [log_expr]

| ∃ var_declaration_list constraint [log_expr]

| ∃! var_declaration_list constraint [log_expr]

| trace_expr

| (log_expr)

name_var ::=

ident

4.9.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

4.9.4 Semantics

Each logical expression is eitherundefined or defined. In the latter case, it can be evaluated to logical values: false or
true. If the value is true, we say that the expressionholds; if it is false, we say that the expressiondoes not hold.

We apply eager evaluation of logical expressions, e.g., if one of the disjuncts is true while the other is undefined,
then the value of the disjunction is undefined. We formulate that rule of eager evaluation in the following sections.

4.9.4.1  Simple logical expressions

A logical expression is constructed of one of the following operators:False, True, LogEquivalent, Implies, And,
Or, Not, and is called asimple logical expression. A simple logical expression is defined iff all its arguments are de-

constraint Section 4.1

ident Section 3.2

trace_expr Section 4.7

var_declaration_list Section 4.2
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fined. The evaluation of a defined expression proceeds as in classical logic for corresponding operators:

4.9.4.2  Name equality

An expression described byEqualNames(name_var, name_var) is called aname equality. Both arguments of the
EqualNames operator must be name variables of the same type. The value of this expression is true iff the values of
its arguments are equal. The expressionNotEqualNames(name_var, name_var) is an abbreviation ofNot(Equal-
Names(name_var, name_var)).

4.9.4.3  Trace equality

An expression described byEqualTraces(trace_expr, trace_expr) is called atrace equality. The types of both ar-
guments must be the same. The value of this expression is defined iff the values of arguments are defined. The value
is true iff the traces being the values of arguments are equal. The expressionNotEqualTraces(trace_expr,
trace_expr) is an abbreviation ofNot(EqualTraces(trace_expr, trace_expr)).

4.9.4.4  Trace equivalence

An expression described byEquivalentTraces(trace_expr, trace_expr) is called atrace equivalence. The types of
both arguments must be the same. The value of this expression is defined iff the values of arguments are defined. The
value is true iff the reduced values of arguments are equal.

4.9.4.5  Quantified expressions

An expression described byForAll(var_declaration_list, constraint, log_expr), Exists(var_declaration_list, con-
straint, log_expr), orUniquelyExists(var_declaration_list, constraint, log_expr) is called aquantified expression.

Let a quantified expression be denotedQuantifier(d, c, l), whereQuantifier is eitherForAll, Exists or Uniquely-
Exists, d stands forvar_declaration_list, c is the argument of the operatorConstraintYes, if constraint has that
form, or true ifconstraint is ConstraintNo(), andl stands forlog_expr.

Let us assume that the listd in a quantified expressionQuantifier(d, c, l) contains only the declaration of a single
variable.

• The scope of the variable introduced ind is c andl.

• The value of this logical expression is defined iff:

- the value of eachtrace_expr in d is defined,

- for each assignment to the variable ind, the value ofc is defined, and

Expression  Meaning

False()  false

True()  true

LogEquivalent(log_expr, log_expr)  logical equivalence

Implies(log_expr, log_expr)  implication

And(log_expr, log_expr)  conjunction

Or(log_expr, log_expr)  disjunction

Not(log_expr)  negation
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- for all the assignments that makec hold, the value ofl is defined.

• The value of a quantified expression is defined as follows:

- if Quantifier is ForAll, this logical expression is true, iff each assignment satisfyingc also satisfiesl;

- if Quantifier is Exists, this logical expression is true, iff among the assignments satisfyingc, there exists at least
one that also satisfiesl;

- if Quantifier isUniquelyExists, this logical expression is true, iff among the assignments satisfyingc, there exists
exactly one that also satisfiesl.

If the list d introduces at least two variables, this expression is an abbreviation of the expressionQuantifier(d1,
true,Quantifier(r, c, l)) whered1 is the list containing only the declaration of the first variable fromd, andr is the
var_declaration_list obtained fromd by deleting the declaration of the variable moved tod1.

Example
The following quantified expression defines the set of canonical traces of a stack of integers:

∃n: <int>; a[1]...a[n]: <int> [T = [PUSH(*,a[i])] ].

4.9.4.6  Trace expression as a logical expression

An expression described byLogTraceExpr(trace_expr), called alogical-trace expression,allows an interpretation
of traces as logical values. The argument,trace_expr, must be of type bool. The expressionLogTraceEx-
pr(trace_expr) is defined iff its argument is defined. Its value is true iff thetrace_expr evaluates to a trace represent-
ing the logical value “true” (cf. 6.1.1).

4.9.4.7  Bracketing

An expression described byLogBracketing(log_expr), called abracketing, allows a usage of parentheses within log-
ical expressions as it is known in standard mathematics. It is defined iff its argument is defined. Its value is the value
of the argument.

4.10 Associativity and precedence of operators (presentation syntax)

The operators “where”, “=”, “≠”, and≡ are right associative, the others are left associative.

The following table describes the precedence of operators. Each box contains operators with the same prece-
dence. An operator has lower precedence than the operators in boxes on its left-hand side.

➘ .
=
≠
≡

¬ ∧ ∨ ⇒
⇔ where

n

i 1=
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Chapter 5 Structure of trace specifications

5.1 Specification

5.1.1 Abstract syntax

specification ::=

Specification(string, informal_introduction,  characteristics_section,  syntax_section,

canonical_section, semantics_section)

| Instance(type, type, act_param_list)

informal_introduction ::=

InformalIntroNo() | InformalIntroYes(text)

act_param_list ::=

[[act_param]]+

act_param ::=

type | trace_expr

5.1.2 Presentation syntax

specification ::=

| type = type(act_param_list)

informal_introduction ::=

act_param_list ::=

[[act_param]]+(,)

act_param ::=

type | trace_expr

string Module Interface Specification
informal_introduction

characteristics_section

syntax_section

canonical_section

semantics_section

ε
Informal Introduction
text
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5.1.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

5.1.4 Semantics

A trace specification may be defined either from scratch (operatorSpecification) or as an instance of a parameterized
specification (operatorInstance). Each trace specification introduces a new type. Identifiers of types introduced in
such a way are available at the global scope of a software project.

5.1.4.1  Structure of a specification

If the operatorSpecification is used, then a trace specification of a module forms a document with a fixed structure.
The document has its title (which plays an informal role), being described by the argumentstring of theSpecification
operator. The second argument of this operator,informal_introduction, is an optional introductory text aiming to
help readers to understand the document. Then four sections follow, which correspond to the last four arguments of
theSpecification operator (they are described in detail in Sections 5.2 – 5.8):

characteristics_section lists the type being specified, foreign types, and specification parameters;

syntax_section lists and characterizes access-programs, input variables, input variable events, and output variables;

canonical_section defines the set of canonical traces. This section may also include definitions of auxiliary functions,
used mainly to improve the document readability;

semantics_section defines the changes of objects caused by access-programs invocations and by input variable
events, and the values of output variables.

Specifications of the formInstance(type, type, act_param_list) define instances of parameterized specifications and
are discussed in 5.2.4.2.

A sample specification can be found in Appendix D.

5.2 Characteristics section

5.2.1 Abstract syntax

characteristics_section ::=

CharacteristicsSection(type, foreign_types, parameters)

foreign_types ::=

ForeignTypesNo() | ForeignTypesYes(type_list)

canonical_section Section 5.4

characteristics_section Section 5.2

semantics_section Section 5.5

string Section 3.2

syntax_section Section 5.3

text Section 3.2

trace_expr Section 4.7

type Section 3.4
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type_list ::=

[[ type ]]+

parameters ::=

ParametersNo() | ParametersYes(parameter_list, constraint)

parameter_list ::=

[[ parameter ]]+

parameter ::=

ParameterType(type) | ParameterConsts(simple_var_intro_list, type)

5.2.2 Presentation syntax

characteristics_section ::=

foreign_types ::=

ε | • foreign types:type_list

type_list ::=

[[ type ]]+(,)

parameters ::=

ε | • parameters:parameter_list constraint

parameter_list ::=

[[ parameter ]]+(;)

parameter ::=

type | simple_var_intro_list : type

(0) CHARACTERISTICS
• type specified:type

foreign_types

parameters
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5.2.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

5.2.4 Semantics

Thecharacteristics_section lists the type specified by the specification, the types used in this specification, and the
parameters of the specification. The type specified is called the domestic type. The types used in the specification are
calledforeign in this specification.

Each identifier of a type from the argument of theForeignTypesYes operator introduces the following entities from
the specification where this type is defined:

• the type itself,

• the empty trace of this type,

• access-programs as constructors of values of this type,

• input variable events as constructors of values of this type,

• predicate “canonical” and auxiliary functions,

• output relation (by means of thefeasible function and arrow expressions; cf. 4.3.6 and 4.8.4.4),

• extension function (by means of thereduce function and arrow expressions; cf. 4.3.6 and 4.8.4.4).

The identifiers of these entities, except the type, have to be qualified (cf. Section 4.1) by the identifier of this type.

A foreign type list can only contain names of types of non-parameterized specifications or names of instances of
parameterized specifications.

Dependencies between specifications implied by foreign type lists cannot be circular. For example, if typet1 ap-
pears on the foreign type list in the specification of typet2, then typet2 cannot appear on the foreign type list in the
specification of typet1. More formally, it must be possible to define a partial order on the set of all specified types
(including instances of parameterized specifications, cf. 5.2.4.2) such that in each specification the types appearing on
the foreign type list precede the type specified by the specification.

5.2.4.1  Parameters

Parameterization allows reusing specifications. There are two kinds of specification parameters:

• a type parameter, described by the operatorParameterType, introduces a new type, being the argument of this
operator,

• value parameters are described by the operatorParameterConsts. They introduce a number of simple variables
listed in the first argument of this operator,simple_var_intro_list, each of them of the type being the second ar-
gument of this operator,type. Values of these variables are constrained by theconstraint given as the second ar-
gument of the operatorParametersYes. The first argument of the operatorParameterConsts must be a non-
empty list.

The scope of each entity introduced by the argument of theParametersYes operator,parameter_list, is the rest of
the specification following this introduction.

constraint Section 4.1

simple_var_intro_list Section 4.2

type Section 3.4
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Parameterized specifications can only be used to define instances of such specifications (cf. 5.2.4.2).

5.2.4.2  Instances of parameterized specifications

Each specification of the formInstance(type, type, act_param_list) defines an instance of a parameterized specifi-
cation, i.e., the one in whichparameters are of the formParametersYes(parameter_list, constraint). In that case
the following conditions must hold:

• The length of theact_param_list of the Instance operator is equal to the number of entities introduced in the
parameter_list of the correspondingParametersYes operator.

• If the i-th entity introduced byparameter_list is atype then thei-th actual parameter is atype.

• If the i-th entity introduced byparameter_list is a simple variable then

- thei-th actual parameter is atrace_expr, and

- this trace_expr is of the type indicated by the second argument of the correspondingParameterConsts opera-
tor.

• The logical expression defined by the second argument ofParametersYes operator,constraint, evaluates to true
for the values of trace expressions being actual parameters and corresponding to the simple variables introduced
in parameter_list of ParametersYes operator.

• The type being the first argument ofInstance operator corresponds to the defined instance of the parameterized
specification identified by thetype being the second argument ofInstance operator. This instance is obtained in
a way described below.

Let assume that a parameterized specification is defined as typet1 with parametersp1, ...,pn. Let an instance of this
parameterized specification be defined byInstance(t2, t1, act_param_list) and letact_param_list evaluate to actual
parametersa1, ...,an. Then this instance introduces a new typet2 as the instance of typet1. The specification oft2
is obtained fromt1 as follows:

1. the parameters list is removed;

2. t2 replaces all occurrences oft1;

3. for i=1,2,...,k if ai is atype (pi is then a type parameter),ai replaces all occurrences ofpi and is added to the
foreign types list;

4. for i=1,2,...,k if ai is a trace expression (pi is then a value parameter defined by the identifier, sayvi), the value
of ai replaces all occurrences ofvi.

5.3 Syntax section

5.3.1 Abstract syntax

syntax_section ::=

SyntaxSection(access_programs, input_variables, output_variables)

access_programs ::=

AccessProgramsNo() | AccessProgramsYes(program_declaration_list)

input_variables ::=

InputVarsNo() | InputVarsYes(input_var_declaration_list)
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output_variables ::=

OutputVarsNo() | OutputVarsYes(output_var_declaration_list)

5.3.2 Presentation syntax

syntax_section ::=

access_programs ::=

input_variables ::=

output_variables ::=

(1) SYNTAX
access_programs

input_variables

output_variables

ε

ACCESS-PROGRAMS

Program Name Arg#1 Arg#2 . . . Result Type

program_declaration_list

ε

INPUT VARIABLES

Variable Name Type Condition of interest  Event

input_var_declaration_list

ε

OUTPUT VARIABLES

Variable Name Type

output_var_declaration_list
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5.3.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

5.3.4 Semantics

The syntax_section introduces access-programs, input variables (and input variable events), and output variables.
The declarations of access-programs and input variable events determine the set of traces (cf. Section 4.6).

5.3.5 Comments on the presentation syntax

The following conventions apply to the presentation syntax of the access-programs table (cf. Section 4.4):

• program_declaration_list is a sequence of rows in the table.

• program_declaration consists of two cells (ident, result_type) and a sequence of cells between them
(arg_description_list) in the table.

• The headers of “Arg#” columns in the table contain subsequent positive integers starting from 1.

• The number of “Arg#” columns in the table is equal to the maximum length ofarg_description_list in all
program_declarations.

• If in a program_declaration thearg_description_list is shorter than the number of “Arg#” columns, then the
outstanding cells are empty.

• result_type is always placed in the Result Type column.

• If all cells in the Result Type column are empty it can be omitted from the table.

• Subsequent cells in the table are aligned to its first row.

The input_var_declaration_list is a sequence of rows in the input variables table. The
output_var_declaration_list is a sequence of rows in the output variables table.

5.4 Canonical section

5.4.1 Abstract syntax

canonical_section ::=

CanonicalSection(simple_var_intro, log_expr, empty_equivalence, aux_fct_section)

empty_equivalence ::=

EmptyEquivalenceNo

| EmptyEquivalenceYes(trace_expr)

aux_fct_section ::=

AuxiliaryFunctionsNo()

| AuxiliaryFunctionsYes(fct_declaration_list)

fct_declaration_list ::=

input_var_declaration_list Section 4.5

output_var_declaration_list Section 4.5

program_declaration_list Section 4.4
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[[ fct_declaration ]]+

5.4.2 Presentation syntax

canonical_section ::=

empty_equivalence ::=

ε | _≡ trace_expr

aux_fct_section ::=

fct_declaration_list ::=

5.4.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

5.4.4 Semantics

A canonical_section introduces a predicatecanonical which defines the set of canonical traces. It is treated as an
auxiliary function defined as follows:

canonical : <<x>> → bool

canonical(T) e

wherex is the domestic type ande is log_expr.

TraceT0 of the domestic type is canonical iffe[T ← T0] holds. This predicate like auxiliary functions can be re-
cursive, i.e., “canonical” may occur within thelog_expr.

Theempty_equivalence of the formEmptyEquivalenceYes(e) specifies a canonical trace,e, equivalent to the

(2) CANONICAL TRACES
canonical(simple_var_intro) ⇔ log_expr

empty_equivalence

aux_fct_section

ε
AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS
fct_declaration_list

fct_declaration
fct_declaration

fct_declaration_list

fct_declaration Section 4.3

ident Section 3.2

log_expr Section 4.9

simple_var_intro Section 4.2

trace_expr Section 4.7

=
df
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empty trace. If the operatorEmptyEquivalenceNo is used, then the empty trace must be canonical, i.e.,canonical(_)
must hold.

Auxiliary functions are discussed in Section 4.3.

5.5 Semantics section

5.5.1 Abstract syntax

semantics_section ::=

SemanticsSection(invocation_functions, input_var_event_functions, output_var_values)

invocation_functions ::=

InvocationsFunctionsNo() | InvocationsFunctionsYes(invocation_function_list)

input_var_event_functions ::=

InputVarEventsFunctionsNo() | InputVarEventsFunctionsYes(input_var_event_function_list)

output_var_values ::=

OutputVarValuesNo() | OutputVarValuesYes(output_var_value_list)

5.5.2 Presentation syntax

semantics_section ::=

invocation_functions ::=

input_var_event_functions ::=

output_var_values ::=

(3) SEMANTICS
invocation_functions
input_var_event_functions
output_var_values

ε
ACCESS-PROGRAMS
invocation_function_list

ε
INPUT VARIABLES
input_var_event_function_list

ε
OUTPUT VARIABLES
output_var_value_list
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5.5.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

5.5.4 Semantics

In thesemantics_section we describe the effects of events affecting the module (cf. Section 2.2). These events are
access-program invocations and input variable events. Each event may change the states of objects in the specified
module and/or may change the states of objects of foreign types passed as argument of this event. If the specified mod-
ule defines output variables, the change of the state of a domestic object is followed by the assignment of new values
to the output variables.

Thesemantics_section consists of three sections:

• The invocation_functions section describes the effects of access-program invocations. It defines the extension
function (in the case of outputs of the domestic type), and the output relation (in the case of outputs of the foreign
types) for each access-program.

• The input_var_event_functions section describes the effects of input variable events. It defines the extension
function for each input variable event.

• Theoutput_var_values section describes the value of each output variable as a function of the state of the corre-
sponding domestic object. It defines the output relation for output variables.

5.6 Invocation functions

5.6.1 Abstract syntax

invocation_function_list ::=

[[ invocation_function ]]+

invocation_function ::=

InvocationFunction(legality, invocation_sub_function_list)

legality ::=

Legality(formal_invocation, token_expr)

token_expr ::=

Token(token)

| TokenTable(token_entry_list)

token_entry_list ::=

[[ token_entry ]]+

token_entry ::=

TokenEntry(log_expr, token_expr)

invocation_sub_function_list ::=

input_var_event_function_list Section 5.7

invocation_function_list Section 5.6

output_var_value_list Section 5.8
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[[ invocation_sub_function ]]+

invocation_sub_function ::=

InvocationSubFunction(formal_invocation, output_expr)

formal_invocation ::=

FmlInvocation(ident, formal_arg_list)

| FmlInvocationArr(ident, formal_arg_list)

| FmlInvocationR(ident, formal_arg_list, simple_var_intro)

formal_arg_list ::=

[[ formal_arg ]]*

formal_arg ::=

FmlN(name_var_intro)

| FmlV(simple_var_intro)

| FmlNArr(name_var_intro)

| FmlNR(name_var_intro, simple_var_intro)

| FmlNV(name_var_intro, simple_var_intro)

| FmlNVArr(name_var_intro, simple_var_intro)

| FmlNVR(name_var_intro, simple_var_intro, simple_var_intro)

output_expr ::=

OutputValueConstraint(log_expr)

| OutputValue(trace_expr)

5.6.2 Presentation syntax

invocation_function_list ::=

invocation_function ::=

legality ::=

Legality(formal_invocation) = token_expr

invocation_function
invocation_function

invocation_function_list

legality

invocation_sub_function_list
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token_expr ::=

token_entry_list ::=

token_entry ::=

invocation_sub_function_list ::=

invocation_sub_function ::=

formal_invocation output_expr

formal_invocation ::=

ident(formal_arg_list)

| ident(formal_arg_list) ➘

| ident(formal_arg_list) ➘ simple_var_intro

formal_arg_list ::=

[[ formal_arg ]]*(,)

formal_arg ::=

name_var_intro

| simple_var_intro

| name_var_intro ➘

| name_var_intro ➘ simple_var_intro

| (name_var_intro, simple_var_intro)

| (name_var_intro, simple_var_intro) ➘

| (name_var_intro, simple_var_intro) ➘ simple_var_intro

output_expr ::=

‘|’ log_expr

| = trace_expr

token
Condition Value

token_entry_list

token_entry
token_entry

token_entry_list

log_expr token_expr

invocation_sub_function
invocation_sub_function

invocation_sub_function_list
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5.6.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

5.6.4 Semantics

Eachinvocation_function describes one access-program; its identifier is the first argument of the operatorFmlInvo-
cation in theformal_invocation of legality.

5.6.4.1  Legality function

Intuitively, legal invocations are those for which the module is expected to be useful. A user is supposed to avoid illegal
invocations; they will not occur if the module is used correctly. An example of an illegal invocation is the call to TOP
on the empty stack — the returned value is useless. We distinguish two kinds of illegal invocations: fatal and errone-
ous. They are characterized below.

The legality of invocations is defined by theLegality function. The range of theLegality function is a set ofstatus
tokens(token). This function partitions invocations into three groups:

• legal invocations (the returned token is “%legal%”). Such invocations are correct, they always terminate and return
the specified values;

• fatal invocations (the returned token is “%fatal%”). If such an invocation occurs, anything can happen, e.g., the
invocation does not have to terminate, the computer system may crash; if the invocation terminates, then the re-
turned values are arbitrary;

• erroneous invocations (the returned token is different from “%legal%” and “%fatal%”). In this case, the status to-
ken corresponds to a warning and we assume that no object is changed by such an invocation.

The value of theLegality function depends on the actual arguments of the invocation (not on the output values).
Thelegality must containformal_arg_list of the same length as the correspondingarg_description_list from the ac-
cess-program table. Eachformal_arg on this list must correspond to the input/output mode of the argument as follows:

The type of each simple variable introduced by aformal_arg is the same as the type of the corresponding argument
of the access-program. The type of objects denoted by each name variable introduced by aformal_arg is the same as
the type of the corresponding argument of the access-program. The variables introduced in theformal_arg_list are

ident Section 3.2

log_expr Section 4.9

name_var_intro Section 4.2

simple_var_intro Section 4.2

string Section 3.2

token Section 3.2

trace_expr Section 4.7

arg_mode formal_arg  Interpretation

V() FmlV(simple_var_intro) A value

O(), R() FmlN(name_var_intro) A name of an object

VO(), VR() FmlNV(name_var_intro, simple_var_intro) A name of an object and its value
before the invocation
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formal arguments ofLegality. Their scope is thetoken_expr on the right-hand side of thelegality.

A token_expr of the form Token(token) is always defined. If atoken_expr is of the formTokenT-
able(token_entry_list) then its definedness conditions and evaluation are similar to these fortrace_table (cf.
4.7.4.11). The value of theLegality function is the value of the second argument ofLegality operator,trace_expr.

Note that the legality function in TAM corresponds to program preconditions in other formal specification meth-
ods.

5.6.4.2  Invocation sub-functions

If an invocation is legal, we describe the output values of the arguments and the returned value (if the access-program
is function-like). We do it by means of a collection of functions and relations. Eachinvocation_function describes
one access-program. For each output argument including the value returned by the program, there is
invocation_sub_function. If an output argument is non-deterministic or the program’s result type is labeled byR,
then the correspondinginvocation_sub_function describes a relation.

The formal_arg_list in each formal_invocation must be of the same length as the corresponding
arg_description_list from the access-program table. If aninvocation_sub_function describes an output argument
then this argument is called adistinguished argument, and its form depends on the input/output mode as follows:

If the same object is passed via several arguments, then all invocation sub-functions corresponding to these arguments
must define the same value.

The operator offormal_invocation is defined by the following table:

If the operator isFmlInvocationR, then its third argument,simple_var_intro, represents the non-deterministically
returned value.

arg_mode formal_arg Interpretation

O() FmlNArr(name_var_intro) A name of an object

R() FmlNR(name_var_intro, simple_var_intro) A name of an object and its value after
the invocation

VO() FmlNVArr(name_var_intro, simple_var_intro) A name of an object and its value before
the invocation

VR() FmlNVR(name_var_intro, simple_var_intro,
simple_var_intro)

A name of an object, its value before the
invocation, and its value after the invocation

invocation sub-function describes an output argument, and
invocation sub-function describes

a value returned by the program, and

program is not function-like,
or is

function-like and deterministic

program is function-like and
non-deterministic, and

this value is
deterministic

this value is not
deterministicthe distinguished

argument is
domestic

the distinguished
argument is

foreign

FmlInvocation FmlInvocationR FmlInvocation FmlInvocationArr FmlInvocationR
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The form of each non-distinguished argument and the semantics of the invocation sub-function depends on the
fact whether the type of the distinguished argument is domestic or foreign, i.e., the invocation sub-function defines an
extension function or an output relation.

5.6.4.2.1 The output relation

The form of each non-distinguished argument depends on its input/output mode as follows:

The type of each simple variable introduced by aformal_arg is the same as the type of the corresponding argument
of the access-program. The type of objects denoted by each name variable introduced by aformal_arg is the same as
the type of the corresponding argument of the access-program.

The variables introduced in theformal_invocation are formal arguments of the invocation sub-function. The
scope of these variables is theoutput_expr.

Theoutput_expr of the invocation sub-function defining an output of a foreign type depends on the fact whether
the output being described is deterministic.

If the output being described is deterministic, then theinvocation_sub_function describes a function, and
output_expr is of the formOutputValue(trace_expr). The value of this function is equal to the value of the argument
of the operatorOutputValue, trace_expr, with the actual arguments substituted for the formal ones. This value must
be a canonical trace of the type of the corresponding distinguished argument or the type of the returned value.

If the output being described is non-deterministic, then theinvocation_sub_function describes a relation and
output_expr is of the formOutputValueConstraint(log_expr). The output value is represented by a simple variable,
v, being either the second argument of the operatorFmlNR, the third argument of the operatorFmlNVR, or the third
argument of the operatorFmlInvocationR. An output value,T, is possible if the logical expressionlog_expr holds
when we substituteT for v.

5.6.4.2.2 The extension function

The form of each non-distinguished argument depends on its input/output mode as follows:

arg_mode formal_arg  Interpretation

V() FmlV(simple_var_intro) A value

O(), R() FmlN(name_var_intro) A name of an object

VO(), VR() FmlNV(name_var_intro, simple_var_intro) A name of an object and its value
before the invocation

arg_mode formal_arg Interpretation

V() FmlV(simple_var_intro) A value

O() FmlN(name_var_intro) A name of an object

R() FmlNR(name_var_intro, simple_var_intro) A name of an object
and its value
after the invocation
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The type of each simple variable introduced by aformal_arg is the same as the type of the corresponding argument
of the access-program. The type of objects denoted by each name variable introduced by aformal_arg is the same as
the type of the corresponding argument of the access-program.

The variables introduced in theformal_invocation are formal arguments of the invocation sub-function. The
scope of these variables is theoutput_expr.

Theoutput_expr of the invocation sub-function defining an output of the domestic type must be of the formOut-
putValue(trace_expr) — all domestic outputs are deterministic. The value of this invocation sub-function is equal to
the value of thetrace_expr with the actual arguments substituted for the formal ones. This value must be a canonical
trace of the domestic type.

Note that domestic output values may depend on non-deterministic foreign output values.

5.6.5 Comments on the presentation syntax

Eachinvocation_function describes one access-program. Therefore, the firstident in eachformal_invocation must
be the identifier of the described program.

5.7 Input variable event functions

5.7.1 Abstract syntax

input_var_event_function_list ::=

[[ input_var_event_function ]]+

input_var_event_function ::=

InputVarEventFunction(formal_input_var_event, trace_expr)

formal_input_var_event ::=

FmlInputVarEvent(ident, simple_var_intro, simple_var_intro)

VO() FmlNV(name_var_intro, simple_var_intro) A name of an object
and its value
before the invocation

VR() FmlNVR(name_var_intro, simple_var_intro, simple_var_intro) A name of an object, its
value before the invoca-
tion, and its value after
the invocation

arg_mode formal_arg Interpretation
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5.7.2 Presentation syntax

input_var_event_function_list ::=

input_var_event_function ::=

formal_input_var_event = trace_expr

formal_input_var_event ::=

ident(simple_var_intro ➘ , simple_var_intro)

5.7.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

5.7.4 Semantics

Each InputVarEventFunction(formal_input_var_event, trace_expr) describes the effect of the input variable
event on the value of the domestic object. This effect does not depend on the identity of the object, thus the name of
the object is not delivered among the arguments ofInputVarEventFunction. The arguments of operatorFmlInput-
VarEvent of formal_input_var_event are:

1. ident which identifies the input variable event which must be defined byInputVarCondition(condition, ident)
introduced as one of elements ofinput_var_condition_list being the third argument ofInputVarDeclara-
tion(simple_var_intro, type, input_var_condition_list) in a module identified byqualifier, c.f. Section 4.5.

2. simple_var_intro given as the second argument ofFmlInputVarEvent introduces a simple variable representing
a value of the domestic object before the event occurred. This variable is of the domestic type and its scope is re-
stricted to thetrace_expr argument of theInputVarEventFunction operator.

3. simple_var_intro given as the third argument ofFmlInputVarEvent introduces a simple variable representing a
new value of the input variable related to this input variable event. The type of this simple variable is the type of
the input variable as defined in the second argument ofInputVarDeclaration(simple_var_intro, type,
input_var_condition_list) and its scope is restricted to thetrace_expr argument of theInputVarEventFunction
operator. Note that for the new value of the conditional input variable defined by theBecomesTrue(log_expr)
operator, thelog_expr must hold, and for the new value of the conditional input variable defined by theBecomes-
False(log_expr) operator, thelog_expr must not hold.

The value of the domestic object after the input variable event occurred is equal to the value of thetrace_expr
with the formal arguments substituted with actual arguments. Thetrace_expr must be defined and its value must be
a canonical trace of the domestic type.

input_var_event_function
input_var_event_function

input_var_event_function_list

ident Section 3.2

simple_var_intro Section 4.2

trace_expr Section 4.7
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5.8 Definitions of values of output variables

5.8.1 Abstract syntax

output_var_value_list ::=

[[ output_var_value ]]+

output_var_value ::=

OutputVarValue(formal_output_var, trace_expr)

formal_output_var ::=

FmlOutputVar(ident, simple_var_intro)

5.8.2 Presentation syntax

output_var_value_list ::=

output_var_value ::=

formal_output_var = trace_expr

formal_output_var ::=

ident(simple_var_intro) ➘

5.8.3 Referenced non-terminal symbols

5.8.4 Semantics

EachOutputVarValue(formal_output_var_value, trace_expr) describes the value of an output variable as a func-
tion of the state of the corresponding domestic object. This value does not depend on the identity of the object, thus
the name of the object is not delivered among the arguments of theOutputVarValue operator.

There is exactly oneoutput_var_value equation for every output variable defined in the specification. The first
two arguments of theFmlOutputVar operator are:

1. ident which identifies the output variable which has been introduced as the first argument of theOutputVarDecla-
ration operator inoutput_var_declaration.

2. simple_var_intro which introduces a simple variable representing a current value of the domestic object. This
variable is of the domestic type and its scope is restricted to thetrace_expr argument of theOutputVarValue op-
erator.

The type oftrace_expr must be the same as the type defined bytype in OutputVarDeclaration(ident, type) of

output_var_value
output_var_value

output_var_value_list

ident Section 3.2

simple_var_intro Section 4.2

trace_expr Section 4.7
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output_var_declaration. The value oftrace_expr must be defined and canonical.

5.9 Definedness of specifications

 A correct specification must satisfy the following conditions:

• The specification of any type introduced byforeign_types is correct.

• Dependencies between specifications implied by foreign types list cannot be circular (c.f. 5.2.4).

• The predicate canonical is total, i.e., the value of the first argument of the operatorCanonicalSection, log_expr,
is defined.

• If the empty_equivalence is of the formEmptyEquivalenceYes(e), thene is a canonical trace, and if the oper-
atorEmptyEquivalenceNo is used, then the empty trace is canonical.

• The auxiliary functions are defined, i.e., the value of the forth argument of the operatorFunctionDeclaration,
constraint, is defined, and if it evaluates to true, then the value of the last argument of this operator,trace_expr,
is defined and belongs to the range of this function.

• The invocation functions are defined, i.e.,

- the value of the second argument of the operatorLegality, token_expr, is defined,

- the value of the argument of the operatorOutputValueConstraint, log_expr, is defined, and

- the value of the argument of the operatorOutputValue, trace_expr, is defined and canonical.

• The input variable conditions are defined, i.e., the argument of the operatorsBecomesTrue andBecomesFalse,
log_expr, is defined.

• The input variable event functions are defined, i.e., the value of the second argument of the operatorInput-
VarEventFunction, trace_expr, is defined and canonical.

• The value of the reduction function for each canonical trace must be this trace itself.

• Output variable values are defined, i.e., the value of the second argument of the operatorOutputVarValue,
trace_expr, is defined and canonical.

• Any recursion in the definitions of functions and relations must be terminating.
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Chapter 6 Basic types

6.1 Predefined types

Certain types are used very often. They appear on the foreign types list in almost every specification. They are: bool,
char, int, real.

We call thempredefined types and assume that they are foreign in specifications of non-predefined types even if
the predefined types are not present on the foreign types list. Auxiliary functions and constants of predefined types
need not be qualified. Appendix A and Appendix B contain specifications of bool and int. A specification of real de-
pends very much on the architecture of the computer, therefore for real we informally introduce available operations
and the way in which constants of this type are written. Type char is defined as an enumeration type (cf. Section 6.2).
As in the case of real, we describe how to use this type in other specifications.

6.1.1 Type bool

The specification of bool can be found in Appendix A. There are two canonical traces of type bool: the empty trace
representing false and SUCC(*) representing true.

In a specification where bool is a foreign type, logical expressions and trace expressions that yield traces of bool
are interchangeable:

• wherever alog_expr is expected, we can put atrace_expr of type bool (cf. 4.9.4.6);

• wherever atrace_expr of type bool is expected, we can put alog_expr (cf. 4.7.4.12).

Thus bool allows us to define auxiliary predicates: they are auxiliary functions with the range equal to bool.

6.1.2 Type int

The canonical traces of int represent arbitrary integers (thus the set of canonical traces is infinite). Each canonical trace
is a sequence of SUCC(*) possibly ended with NEG(*). The represented integer is equal to the number of the invoca-
tions of SUCC, or if an invocation of NEG is present, to the negated number of occurrences of SUCC(*).

In specifications where int is foreign, we can use standard notation for integer constants: they are non-empty se-
quences of digits optionally preceded by “−” or “+”. We can also use certain concepts based on int:

• auxiliary functionscount andlength (cf. 4.3.6),

• indexed variables (cf. 4.2.4.1.2),

• iterations (cf. 4.7.4.7).

The auxiliary functions from int: “+”, (binary) “−”, “*”, “div”, “mod”, “<”, “ ≤”, “>”, “ ≥” are written in the infix
notation (this is an exception to the syntax of auxiliary function applications; user-defined functions cannot be infix).
Unary “−” can be applied without parentheses surrounding its argument. The precedence of unary “−” is higher than
the precedence of “➘ ” (cf. Section 4.10). “+”, binary “−”, “*”, “div”, “mod” are left associative. Their precedence
(also “<”, “≤”, “>”, “ ≥”) is as follows (an operator has lower precedence than the operators in boxes on its left-hand
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side):

The precedence of “*”, “mod”, “ div” is lower than the precedence of the dot (“.”), while the precedence of “<”, “≤”,
“>”, “ ≥” is equal to the precedence of “=” and “≠” (cf. Section 4.10).

6.1.3 Type real

A specification of real must define the following auxiliary functions: “+”, (unary) “−”, (binary) “−”, “*”, “/”, “<”, “ ≤”,
“>”, “ ≥”. All these functions should have their standard meaning. All but the unary minus are written in infix notation.
The precedence and associativity of them are the same as for the corresponding operators of int (“/” corresponds to
“div”). Note that these operators are overloaded which is not allowed for user-defined auxiliary functions.

6.1.4 Type char

Type char is defined as an enumeration type (cf. Section 6.2). A character enclosed in single quotes is a constant of
type char. The set of these constants and their ordering is consistent with ASCII.

6.2 Enumeration types

In Appendix C we present a schema to specify enumeration types. Parametern corresponds to the number of enumer-
ation constants, and canonical traces correspond to these constants. The specification of an enumeration type defines
auxiliary functions “<”, “≤”, “>” and “≥”. The infix notation is used in their applications, they have the same prece-
dence as the corresponding functions for int. Remember that this function symbols are overloaded (cf. 6.1.2 and 6.1.3).

The equation:

t = [c1, c2,...,ck]

can appear in places where the operatorInstance is allowed. This equation can be regarded as the introduction of an
instance of this schema. The number of constants,k, is the actual value of parametern of the schema specification, and

for i=1,2,...,k, c is anident (cf. Section 3.2). Constantci represents canonical trace [t::SUCC(*)] .

*

mod

div

+

−

<

≤
≥
>

i 1–

j 1=
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Appendix A Specification of bool

Bool Module Interface Specification

(0) CHARACTERISTICS

• type specified: bool

(1) SYNTAX

ACCESS-PROGRAMS

(2) CANONICAL TRACES

canonical(T) ⇔ T = _∨ T = SUCC(*)

AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS

and : <bool>× <bool>→ <bool>

and (x, y)

Program Name Arg#1 Arg#2 Result Type

AND bool : V bool : V bool

ASSIGN bool : O bool : V

EQUIV bool : V bool : V bool

IMPLIES bool : V bool : V bool

NOT bool : V bool

OR bool : V bool : V bool

PRED bool : VO

SUCC bool : VO

XOR bool : V bool : V bool

Condition Value

x = _ ∨ y = _ _

x ≠ _ ∧ y ≠ _ SUCC(*)

=
df
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equiv : <bool>× <bool>→ <bool>

equiv (x, y)

not : <bool>→ <bool>

not (x) U where U : <bool> [x ≠ U]

(3) SEMANTICS

ACCESS-PROGRAMS

Legality(AND(T, U)) = %legal%

AND(T, U)➘ = and(T, U)

Legality(ASSIGN(n, U)) = %legal%

ASSIGN(n➘, U) = U

Legality(EQUIV(T, U)) = %legal%

EQUIV(T, U)➘ = equiv(T, U)

Legality(IMPLIES(T, U)) = %legal%

IMPLIES(T, U)➘ = not( and(T, not(U)))

Legality(NOT(T)) = %legal%

NOT(T)➘ = not(T)

Legality(OR(T, U)) = %legal%

OR(T, U)➘ = not( and( not(T), not(U)))

Legality(PRED((n, T))) =

PRED((n, T)➘) = _

Condition Value

x ≠ y _

x = y SUCC(*)

Condition Value

T = _ %fatal%

T ≠ _ %legal%

=
df

=
df
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Legality(SUCC((n, T))) =

SUCC((n, T)➘) = SUCC(*)

Legality(XOR(T, U)) = %legal%

XOR(T, U)➘ = not( equiv(T, U))

Condition Value

T = _ %fatal%

T ≠ _ %legal%
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Appendix B Specification of int

Integer Module Interface Specification

(0) CHARACTERISTICS

• type specified: int

• foreign types: bool

(1) SYNTAX

ACCESS-PROGRAMS

(2) CANONICAL TRACES

canonical(T) ⇔ T = _ ∨ T = SUCC(*).NEG(*)∨ ∃T1 : <<int>> (T = SUCC(*).T1) [canonical(T1)]

AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS

pred : <int> → <int>

pred(x)

Program Name Arg#1 Arg#2 Result Type

ASSIGN int : O int : V

DIV int : V int : V int

EQUAL int : V int : V bool

LESS int : V int : V bool

MINUS int : V int : V int

MOD int : V int : V int

NEG int : VO

PLUS int : V int : V int

PRED int : VO

SUCC int : VO

TIMES int : V int : V int

Condition Value

∃! x1 : <int> [ x = x1.NEG(*)] SUCC(*).x

x = _ SUCC(*).NEG(*)

∃! x1 : <int> [ x = x1.SUCC(*)] x1

=
df
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succ : <int> → <int>

succ(x)

+ : <int> × <int> → <int>

x + y

− : <int> → <int>

−x

− : <int> × <int> → <int>

x − y x + (− y)

* : <int> × <int> → <int>

x * y

Condition Value

¬∃! x1 : <int> [x = x1.NEG(*)] x.SUCC(*)

x = SUCC(*).NEG(*) _

∃! x1 : <int> [x = x1.SUCC(*).SUCC(*).NEG(*)] x1.SUCC(*).NEG(*)

Condition Value

x = _ y

x = SUCC(*).NEG(*) pred(y)

∃! x1 : <int> [x = x1.SUCC(*)] succ(x1 + y)

∃! x1 : <int> [x = x1.SUCC(*).SUCC(*).NEG(*)] pred(x1.SUCC(*).NEG(*) +y)

Condition Value

x = _ _

∃! x1 : <int> [x = x1.SUCC(*)] x.NEG(*)

∃! x1 : <int> [x = x1.NEG(*)] x1

Condition Value

x = _ _

∃! x1 : <int> [x = x1.SUCC(*)] x1 * y + y

∃! x1 : <int> [x = x1.NEG(*)] −(x1 * y)

=
df

=
df

=
df

=
df

=
df
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div : <int> × <int> → <int>

x div y (y ≠ _) z where z, r : <int> [z * y + r = x ∧ SUCC(*).NEG(*) <r ∧ r < y]

mod : <int>× <int> → <int>

x mody (y ≠ _) x − y * (x div y)

< : <int> × <int> → <bool>

x < y ∃z : <int> [x − y = z.NEG(*)]

≤ : <int> × <int> → <bool>

x ≤ y x = y ∨ x < y

≥ : <int> × <int> → <bool>

x ≥ y ¬ x < y

> : <int> × <int> → <bool>

x > y ¬ x ≤ y

(3) SEMANTICS

ACCESS-PROGRAMS

Legality(ASSIGN(n, T)) = %legal%

ASSIGN(n➘, T) = T

Legality(DIV(T, U)) =

DIV(T, U)➘ = T div U

Legality(EQUAL(T, U)) = %legal%

EQUAL(T, U)➘ = T = U

Legality(LESS(T, U)) = %legal%

LESS(T, U)➘ = T < U

Legality(MINUS(T, U)) = %legal%

MINUS(T, U)➘ = T − U

Condition Value

U = _ %fatal%

U ≠ _ %legal%

=
df

=
df

=
df

=
df

=
df

=
df
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Legality(MOD(T, U)) =

MOD(T, U)➘ = T modU

Legality(NEG((n, U))) = %legal%

NEG((n, U)➘) = − U

Legality(PLUS(T, U)) = %legal%

PLUS(T, U)➘ = T + U

Legality(PRED((n, T))) = %legal%

PRED((n, T)➘) = pred(T)

Legality(SUCC((n, T))) = %legal%

SUCC((n, T)➘) = succ(T)

Legality(TIMES(T, U)) = %legal%

TIMES(T, U)➘ = T * U

Condition Value

U = _ %fatal%

U ≠ _ %legal%
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Appendix C Schema for enumeration type definitions

Enumeration Module Interface Specification

(0) CHARACTERISTICS

• type specified: enum

• foreign types: bool, int

(1) SYNTAX

ACCESS-PROGRAMS

(2) CANONICAL TRACES

canonical(T) ⇔ ∃i : <int> (i < n) [T = [SUCC(*)] ]

AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS

< : <enum>× <enum>→ <bool>

x < y length(x) < length(y)

≤ : <enum>× <enum>→ <bool>

x ≤ y x = y ∨ x < y

≥ : <enum>× <enum>→ <bool>

x ≥ y ¬ x < y

> : <enum>× <enum>→ <bool>

x > y ¬ x ≤ y

Program Name Arg#1 Arg#2 Result Type

ASSIGN enum : O enum : V

ELEM int : V enum

EQUAL enum : V enum : V bool

LESS enum : V enum : V bool

ORD enum : V int

PRED enum : VO

SUCC enum : VO

i

j 1=

=
df

=
df

=
df

=
df
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ord : <enum>→ <int>

ord(T) length(T)

pred : <enum>→ <enum>

pred(T) (T ≠ _) T1 where T1 : <enum> [T = T1.SUCC(*)]

succ : <enum>→ <enum>

succ(T) (length(T) < n − 1) T.SUCC(*)

(3) SEMANTICS

ACCESS-PROGRAMS

Legality(ASSIGN(m, U)) = %legal%

ASSIGN(m➘, U) = U

Legality(ELEM(k)) =

ELEM(k)➘ = [SUCC(*)]

Legality(EQUAL(T, U)) = %legal%

EQUAL(T, U)➘ = (T = U)

Legality(LESS(T, U)) = %legal%

LESS(T, U)➘ = (T < U)

Legality(ORD(T)) = %legal%

ORD(T)➘ = ord(T)

Legality(PRED((m, T))) =

PRED((m, T)➘) = pred(T)

Condition Value

0 >k ∨ k > n − 1 %fatal%

0 ≤ k ∧ k ≤ n − 1 %legal%

Condition Value

T = _ %fatal%

T ≠ _ %legal%

=
df

=
df

=
df

k
i 1=
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Legality(SUCC((m, T))) =

SUCC((m, T)➘) = succ(T)

Condition Value

length(T) = n − 1 %fatal%

length(T) < n − 1 %legal%
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Appendix D Example Specification

Extended Stack Module Interface Specification

(0) CHARACTERISTICS

• type specified: example

(1) SYNTAX

ACCESS-PROGRAMS

(2) CANONICAL TRACES

canonical(T) ⇔ ∃n: <int>; a[1]...a[n]: <int> [T = [PUSH(*,a[i])] ]

(3) SEMANTICS

ACCESS-PROGRAMS

Legality(JOIN((n, T), (m, U))) = %legal%

JOIN((n, T)➘, (m, U)) = T.U

JOIN((n, T), (m, U)➘) =

Program Name Arg#1 Arg#2 Result Type

JOIN example:VO example:VO

MULT example:VO

NEG example:VO

PLUS example:VO

POP example:VO int:V

PUSH example:VO int:V

SHIFT example:VO int:V

TOP example:V int

Condition Value

n ≠ m U

n = m T.U

n

i 1=
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Legality(MULT((n, T))) =

MULT((n, T)➘) = B.PUSH(*, int::TIMES(x, y)➘) whereB: <example>;x, y: <int> [T = B.PUSH(*,x).PUSH(*,
y)]1

Legality(NEG((n, T))) =

NEG((n, T)➘) = B.PUSH(*, int::NEG((*1,x)➘)) whereB: <example>;x: <int> [T = B.PUSH(*,x)]2

Legality(PLUS((n, T))) =

PLUS((n, T)➘) = B.PUSH(*,x + y) whereB: <example>;x, y: <int> [T = B.PUSH(*,x).PUSH(*,y)]

Legality(POP((n, T), i)) =

POP((n, T)➘, i) = B whereB, E: <example> [T = B.E ∧ length(E) = i]

Legality(PUSH((n, T), x)) = %legal%

PUSH((n, T)➘, x) = T.PUSH(*, x)

1. The expression int::TIMES(x, y)➘ is used for illustration purpose only and could be rewritten as x * y.
2. The expression int::NEG((*1,x)➘) is used for illustration purpose only and could be rewritten as -x.

Condition Value

length(T) < 2 %too low%

length(T) ≥ 2 %legal%

Condition Value

T = _ %empty%

T ≠ _ %legal%

Condition Value

length(T) < 2 %too low%

length(T) ≥ 2 %legal%

Condition Value

i < 0 %fatal%

i ≥ 0 ∧ length(T) < i %too low%

i ≥ 0 ∧ length(T) ≥ i %legal%
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Legality(SHIFT((n, T), i)) =

SHIFT((n, T)➘, i) = B.E2 whereB, E1, E2: <example> [T = B.E1.E2 ∧ length(E1) = i ∧ length(E2) = i]

Legality(TOP(T)) =

TOP(T)➘ = x whereB: <example>;x: <int> [T = B.PUSH(*,x)]

Condition Value

i < 0 %fatal%

i ≥ 0 ∧ length(T) < 2 * i %too low%

i ≥ 0 ∧ length(T) ≥ 2 * i %legal%

Condition Value

T = _ %empty%

T ≠ _ %legal%


